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ABSTRACT
The problem of structure detection in images involves the identification of local groups of
pixels that are both homogeneous and dissimilar to all nearby areas. Homogeneity can be
measured with respect to any criteria of interest, such as color, texture, motion, or depth. No
prior knowledge is assumed regarding the number of structures, their size or shape, or the degree
of homogeneity that they must possess. Only the homogeneity criteria of interest have to be
known. Structures may be either connected (pixels form contiguous areas) or disconnected,
but the former case is treated in detail by this thesis. Structure identification is inherently a
multiscale problem. For example, a texture contains subtexture, which itself contains subtexture,
etc. In the absence of prior information, an algorithm must identify all such structures present,
regardless of the scale. A formulation of scale is given that is able to describe image structures
at different scales. A nonlinear transform is presented that has the property that it makes
structure information at a given scale explicit in the transformed domain. This property allows the
processes of automatic scale selection and structure identification to be integrated and performed
simultaneously. Structures that are stable (locally invariant) to changes in scale are identified
as being perceptually relevant. The transform can be viewed as collecting spatially distributed
evidence for edges and regions and making it available at contour locations, thereby facilitating
integrated detection of edges and regions without restrictive models of geometry or homogeneity
variation. An application of this structure identification to the problem of estimating 2-D motion
fields from video sequences is given. This approach has advantages in being able to compute
accurate motion near occlusion boundaries and in areas with little variation in intensity.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The problem of structure detection involves the identification of local areas within some set
of data that are both homogeneous and dissimilar to all nearby areas. Homogeneity can be
measured with respect to any criteria of interest. In thefieldsof image processing and computer
vision, some such criteria include color, texture, motion, and depth. This problem is approached
from the perspective of a total lack of prior information. No knowledge is assumed regarding
the number of structures, their size or shape, or the degree of homogeneity that they must
possess. Only the homogeneity criteria of interest have to be known. Further, the structure
detection problem is treated from a low-level perspective in this thesis. No high-level reasoning
is employed, and no human supervision of the process is allowed.
Because of the lack of a priori information, issues related to scale become significant. It is
well-known that the real world contains structure at multiple scales. Consider, for example,
structures defined by similarity of texture. A forest is a texture composed of trees. However,
each tree is also a texture defined by leaves, and each leaf a texture defined by veins. None
of these textures is more relevant than any other; they just exist at different scales. Thus,
structure forms a natural pyramidal hierarchy in which a structure contains substructures, which
themselves contain substructures, etc. If a particular image contains structures at multiple scales
(such as if a forest, individual trees, and individual leaves are all visible), then the best a structure
detection algorithm can hope to do is to identify all of the structures in the image, regardless
of the scale at which they are present.
A general framework is introduced by this thesis within which this kind of problem can be
solved. It is then shown in detail how to apply this framework to solve the specific structure
detection problem known as image segmentation. This problem involves the identification of
l

homogeneous areas that are connected (defined by contiguous pixels), and for which homogeneity
is defined in terms of variation on the actual values of the data, and not some derived attribute
such as texture. A method is then described that uses the structures identified by the image
segmentation process to derive 2-D motion fields from a video sequence.
1.1. Motivation and Approach
Identifying structures at different scales requires a formal description of scale and its relationship to structure. This thesis argues that there are three distinct types of scale that are necessary
to capture image structure. The first, integration scale, describes the amount of spatial support
necessary at a given pixel in order to extract the homogeneity criteria of interest (e.g., texture).
The second, homogeneity scale, expresses the amount of homogeneity present within a structure,
and the last, spatial scale, determines the degree of proximity among the elements of a structure.
Together, these scales fully characterize a structure.
For any given structure to be identifiable by a structure detection algorithm, it is necessary
that the algorithm be tuned to the scale at which the structure exists. In other words, structure
identification requires that the scale of the structure be known. Unfortunately, the scale of
a structure cannot be computed unless the structure is itself known. Thus, the processes of
scale selection and structure detection must be integrated and performed simultaneously. This
is accomplished by a transform that utilizes this formulation of scale. The transform can be
thought of as a form of force-based clustering that groups together similar pixels. It does this
in a manner that makes explicit the structures present within an image at a given scale. One
might imagine that there are many scales at which a particular grouping of pixels is reasonable
but not perceptually relevant. It is argued that the importance of a structure is directly related
to its extent in scale. Because the transform makes the structure at a particular scale explicitly
2

available, it is easy to examine the change in structure resulting from a change in scale. Those
structures that are stable (invariant) to local changes in scale then can be identified as meaningful.
In this way, scale selection and structure identification are integrated together.
A framework is presented for using the transform in this manner in order to solve the structure
detection problem. However, a full solution to the general case is not given. Instead, the
thesis focuses on applying the framework to the problem of image segmentation. The structure
connectedness requirement of this problem results in structures forming regions that are separated
by closed edge contours. For this case, the transform can be viewed equally as either a region
detector or an edge detector. This has some interesting ramifications because previous image
segmentation algorithms are either solely region-based or edge-based. In addition, because the
process of edge detection is typically formulated in terms of the local maximum of the gradient,
some comparisons are made between the transform and the notion of a multiscale gradient
operator.
Finally, the problem of estimating the 2-D motion field from a video sequence is addressed.
An algorithm is presented that utilizes the region structures produced by the image segmentation
algorithm to produce 2-D motion fields, identify areas that exit (become occluded) and enter
(become disoccluded) the field of view, identify areas having similar motion, and determine
the relative distance from the camera of these motion regions. A region-based approach has
advantages over other motion estimation methods in terms of its ability to produce accurate
motion estimates in the presence of noise and changes in illumination, and within areas having
little intensity variation. In addition, the close relationship between occluding contours and region
structure boundaries defined by intensity simplifies the problem of producing accurate motion
estimates near the occluding contours. The algorithm considers a video sequence two frames
3

at a time. Each image is segmented, and the identified regions in the two frames are matched
at multiple scales. The motion of the pixels within a pair of matched regions is modelled by
an affine transformation, which is computed independently for each matched pair at all scales.
Because a pixel may belong to several different regions, it may have multiple motion vectors
associated with it. An integration module then attempts to select the most correct motion vector
at each pixel in order to yield a single motion field. Motion segmentation and occlusion and
layer identification algorithms are then applied to this motion field.
1.2. Previous Work
No general framework for approaching the problem of structure detection has been given
previously. In terms of image segmentation, many algorithms exist for computing an image
segmentation at a single scale. These include thresholding techniques [1, 2], region growing
[2-4], split-and-merge [5], watersheds [6], rule-based systems [7], and MRF-based models [8].
Such methods are generally able to identify structure that exists at scales to which they are tuned,
however, they cannot identify structures at other scales. In addition, in areas where no structure
exists at the tuned scale, unintuitive regions will be identified. Prior attempts at multiscale image
segmentation [9-11], represent an image at different scales and apply one of the single scale
segmentation algorithms to the representation of the image at each scale. This type of scale is
shown to be an integration scale, and, as such, is only weakly related to structure because the
homogeneity and spatial aspects of scale are not modelled.
Previous approaches to the problem of 2-D motion estimation can be classified as either pixelbased (intensity-based) or feature-based. The pixel-based approaches include algorithms that
utilize constraints based upon local spatial and temporal derivatives [12, 13], as well as the
popular block-based correlation algorithm (BCA). These algorithms generally perform well in
4

textured areas of the scene; however, they suffer from the problematic assumptions that intensity
changes are caused solely by motion and that motion causes variations in intensity. As a result,
noise and lighting changes induce motion, and motion estimates are difficult to obtain in areas
having little variation of intensity. In addition, motion discontinuities at occlusion boundaries also
may cause problems. The feature-based methods extract features from images and then match
them across frames, thereby obtaining a displacement field. Such features include points defined
by local intensity extrema [14], edges [15-17], corners [17, 18], and regions [19-24]. These
algorithms generally provide accurate but sparse motion fields. Because each pixel in an image
belongs to at least one region, the use of region features can provide dense motion estimates. The
previous region-based algorithms follow the same general approach as the algorithm described in
this thesis, but are all monoscale, use simple methods to match regions, and are error prone near
occlusion boundaries. The region matching algorithm used in this thesis is similar to the region
adjacency graph matching method of [25], but has some advantages with regard to reduced
computational complexity, coarse-to-fine matching, and ability to properly match regions lying
entirely inside another region.
1.3. Thesis Organization
The relationship between structure and scale is discussed in detail in Chapter 2. This includes a
discussion of the three distinct kinds of scale, as well as the number of scale parameters required
to fully characterize structures of arbitrary size, shape, and degree of homogeneity. The transform
is introduced in Chapter 3. Its ability to make both connected and disconnected structures explicit
is explained, and some pointers are given toward using it to solve the general structure detection
problem. Chapter 4 considers the problem of image segmentation. A method for automatically
selecting scale parameters and detecting region structures is given. A comparison is also made
5

between the transform and the concept of a gradient. Chapter 5 motivates and describes the use
of region structures in estimating and segmenting 2-D motion fields. Finally, some conclusions
are made in Chapter 6.

6

2. STRUCTURE AND SCALE
This thesis is concerned with the problem of automatically identifying low-level structures
present in data. Image and video data are used exclusively in this thesis, but the approach is
truly general and can be applied to any type of dataset. A structure consists of a local group
of datapoints (pixels) within a dataset that are relatively homogeneous with respect to some
homogeneity criteria and that are dissimilar to other nearby points outside of the structure. No
prior information concerning the size, shape, number, or degree of homogeneity of the structures
is assumed. Homogeneity can be measured in terms of the variation of the values taken by the
pixels within a structure, or by using some attribute of the data. In the latter case, a feature
vector that characterizes the homogeneity criteria of interest has to be computed at each pixel .
Structure homogeneity is then measured in terms of the amount of variation in the values of these
feature vectors. Consider, for example, a color image. Because color information is available
directly, one could identify structures having similar color by using the distance between colors
in some color space (e.g., CIE L*a*b* [26]) as a similarity measure. However, one may be
interested in identifying textural structures. Textures are comprised of texture elements (texels)
that have similar properties. Texels cannot be sensed directly, and the properties by which they
are similar are unknown a priori. In this case, a similarity measure is not directly available
and has to be estimated. An example of low-level structure in a video sequence is moving
objects, which are defined by areas of similar motion, a criterion that, once again, is not directly
available and must be estimated.
Humans are quite adept at discriminating colors, textures, and moving objects given these
constraints, but one might wonder whether the problem of detecting such structures is truly lowlevel, or whether higher-level processes such as reasoning have to be involved. Psychophysical
7

experiments on humans, such as those performed by Julesz [27], indicate that a wide variety of
textures are discriminated preattentively, that is, using only low-level processing in the visual
cortex, and not any cognitive reasoning. Thus, the problem does seem to be well-defined at
the low level.
2.1. The Relationship Between Structure, Scale, and Resolution
Before one can address the issue of developing an algorithm capable of automatically performing structure identification, it is first necessary to understand the complex relationship between
structure and scale. Structure is inherently recursive, i.e., a structure contains substructure, which
itself contains substructure, etc. Which of these structures is "relevant" in some sense is determined by the scale at which one is looking. Scale is not the same thing as resolution, however,
even though the terms sometimes are used interchangeably. Resolution describes the distance
from which data are viewed, thereby determining which structures are visible in the data. For
example, at a particular resolution, one may be able to see a forest of trees. Viewed closer,
individual trees become visible, and, closer still, individual leaves. At any given resolution, only
a finite number of structures are visible because the number of levels of embedded structure is
limited (typically 2-4). For example, if the forest is viewed at a resolution where it encompasses
the entirety of one's field of view, then the forest is the coarsest scale structure visible (call this
scale the outer scale). Individual trees are also visible, and these can be considered structures at
some finer scale. One may imagine that individual leaves are visible on some trees, representing
structure at an even finer scale. It is not likely, however, that any substructure within a leaf
would be discernible, and, hence, the scale of the leaf represents the inner scale. As a result, for
the given resolution, there are three levels of structure visible in this example. It is clear that
resolution is extrinsic to the data in that it affects which structures are visible (can be resolved),
8

but has no relationship to the structures themselves. Scale, on the other hand, actually defines
and characterizes the structures, and, hence, is an intrinsic property of the data.
2.2. Comparison with the Fractal Model of Structure
Self-similar fractals are sometimes touted as being good models of real-world structure. Fractal
models were popularized by Mandelbrot [28] fairly recently, but have a long history dating back
at least as far as Cantor [29] and Fatou [30]. Such models are recursive in that a structure
at some scale is composed of finer scale structures that are similar to it. Many examples are
given in [28] of visually realistic depictions of objects such as ferns, trees, and mountains using
these models. Real-world structure, however, is not well-represented by fractal models. For
example, a brick wall is a texture composed of individual brick texels. At a finer scale, each
brick is a texture, formed not by smaller bricks, but instead by rock and clay grains. In general,
the statistics of a texture are unrelated across scales. Self-similar fractals represent a special
instance of multiscale structure in which the homogeneity characteristics are unchanged across
scales. They produce realistic looking objects because they capture the multiscale aspect of
structure. This makes them quite useful for applications in computer graphics involving the
synthesis of natural scenes, but not especially useful for applications involving image analysis,
such as texture segmentation or image compression.
2.3. On Scale
Recall that a structure consists of a local area that is homogeneous with respect to some
similarity measure. The degree of similarity and proximity that must be present among a set
of pixels in order for it to be considered a structure has to be specified. In addition, if feature
vectors have to be computed, then the extent of the surrounding area used at each pixel in this
computation also has to be specified. This information is provided by three distinct kinds of
9

Figure 2.1. Synthetic graylevel image. At a scale allowing for little homogeneity variation, the
image consists of triangular structures. However, at a coarser homogeneity scale, the image
consists of square structures.

scale: homogeneity scale, spatial scale, and integration scale, respectively. Each structure within
the data is characterized by some combination of these scales. Scale parameters are assumed to
take values in the range [0, oo] on the real line. A larger value (coarser scale) indicates more
variation in the structure characteristic described by the scale parameter, and a smaller value
(finer scale) indicates correspondingly less variation.

Some examples may be useful to clarify these concepts. Consider Fig. 2.1, a synthetic image
where each pixel takes on one of four different values. At a fine homogeneity scale (i.e.,
relatively little variation allowed within the structures), the pixels group into triangular structures.
Similarly, at a coarser homogeneity scale, structures have more variation and the squares become
relevant. The interaction between both homogeneity and spatial scale is demonstrated in Fig. 2.2,
which contains discrete 2-D data of l-D, integer-valued feature vectors. Each data point is shown
labelled by its integer value. The group of feature vectors comprising each structure is circled
10

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.2. A 2-D set of discrete, integer-valued data, (a) Some structures with a strong degree
of homogeneity and spatial locality, (b) Some structures with less homogeneity than in (a),
but the same degree of spatial locality, (c) Some structures with less spatial locality than in
(b), but the same degree of homogeneity, (d) A structure with less homogeneity and spatial
locality than in (c).
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Figure 2.3. Example demonstrating integration scale. The sunflower field is imaged nonfrontally,
resulting in the nearer sunflower texels appearing much larger in the image plane than the farther
sunflowers. The spatial support of an operator that computes feature vectors capturing the texel
characteristics should have spatial support similar to the texel size. Hence, the texture field is
characterized by a coarser integration scale at the bottom of the image than at the top.

in Fig. 2.2(a)-(d). At some fine homogeneity and spatial scale, the structures shown in (a) are
present, and if the homogeneity scale is made more coarse, the structures in (b) become present.
If the spatial scale is then made more coarse, the larger structures in (c) become relevant, and
if both scales are then made coarser still, the structure in (d) becomes relevant. None of the
structures present in (a-d) is any more valid or important than any other; they merely exist
at different scales. An example of integration scale is given in Fig. 2.3. This figure is an
image of a sunflower field comprised of individual sunflower texels. The field has been imaged
nonfrontally, so that the texels are at varying distances relative to the camera, causing the nearer
12

Figure 2.4. Image of a sailboat on a lake. The image contains considerable multiscale structure
defined by areas of homogeneous intensity. For example, at a scale where regions have significant
intensity variation, the cloud mass and water each can be considered as single regions. However,
at afinerscale with increased sensitivity to intensity variation, individual clouds and the streaks
within the water should be identified as regions.

texels to be much larger than the farther ones. The spatial support of an operator that computes
feature vectors capturing the texel characteristics should have spatial support similar to the texel
size. Hence, the texture field is characterized by a coarser integration scale at the bottom of
the image than at the top.
Figures 2.4-2.5 give more examples of multiscale structure present in real images. Figure 2.4
is a grayscale image of a sailboat on a lake. Let homogeneity be measured in terms of graylevel
differences for this image. Both the cloud mass and the water are relevant structures at some
scale, and the individual clouds within the mass and the streaks within the water correspond
13

Figure 2.5. Image of a television news announcer. The woman's hair and sportcoat each form
textures at some scale. The primary orientation of her individual hairs is different on either
side of her part; thus, the part divides the hair into two different subtextures at a finer scale.
Similarly, the orientation of the texture on the sportcoat is horizontal over the main body of the
coat, but vertical on the arms. Thus, the coat subdivides into three different textures (main body
plus each sleeve) at a finer scale.

to relevant structure at some finer scale. Figure 2.5 is also a grayscale image, but now let
homogeneity be measured in terms of textural characteristics. The woman's hair and sportcoat
are both textures at some scale. The primary orientation of her individual hairs is different on
either side of her part; thus, the part divides the hair into two different subtextures. Similarly,
the orientation of the texture on the sportcoat is horizontal over the main body of the coat, but
vertical on the arms. Thus, the coat subdivides into three different textures (main body plus
each sleeve) at a finer scale.
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Although three kinds of scale are sufficient to describe low-level structure, many more than
three scale parameters are required. An image cannot be described with a single homogeneity
scale because it may contain very homogeneous structures in one part of the image and much
less homogeneous structures in another part. Hence, at least one homogeneity scale parameter
is required for each structure. Further, the lack of any constraints on structure size or shape
requires the use of a potentially different spatial scale at each pixel within the structure. For
instance, an octopus-shaped structure requires coarse spatial scales to represent the main body and
much finer spatial scales to represent long, narrow tentacles. In addition, a potentially different
integration scale parameter also may be required at each pixel within a structure. Consider the
sunflower field texture in Fig. 2.3. An integration scale parameter large enough to capture the
characteristics of one of the closer texels also would capture characteristics of an amalgam of the
farther texels, thereby giving unintuitive results. Similarly, a finer integration scale tuned to the
farther texels would compute the characteristics of the subtexture present on the closer texels.
Thus, in general, to describe any structure, it is necessary to utilize three scale parameters (one
of each kind of scale) for each pixel.

For a given dataset, each perceptually relevant structure has a scale at which the grouping makes
sense. However, many other pixel groupings will exist in the data which also are reasonable at
some scale, but which are not perceived as being valid. It is assumed that perceptually relevant
structures are distinguished from these nonrelevant groupings by being stable with scale (i.e.,
they make sense over some continuous range of scale). The motivation for this assumption is
the following: The degree to which a structure is relevant is directly proportional to the ratio
between the homogeneity difference between a structure and adjacent structures (interstructure
homogeneity) and the infrastructure homogeneity variation. This same relationship holds for
15

Figure 2.6. A l-D continuous signal and its representation at different integration scales
computed by convolving the signal with a Gaussian kernel (isotropic diffusion).

spatial and integration scales as well. These ratios are reflected in the extent of a structure in
scale, where higher ratios correspond to greater extent in scale.
2.4. Comparison with Other Formulations of Scale
In the literature, the term scale generally refers to a one-parameter index into a hierarchical
decomposition of a signal. Some examples of such decompositions include isotropic diffusion
[9, 31], anisotropic diffusion [32], wavelets [33], and morphology [34]. The original signal is
represented with decreasing amounts of detail as the scale becomes coarser. The scale parameter
may be continuous [31], or take a discrete set of values [33]. The continuous case is generally
referred to as a scale-space. An example of a scale-space decomposition obtained using isotropic
diffusion is given in Fig. 2.6.
16

The type of scale used by all of these methods is actually an integration scale. The scale
parameter defines the size of a spatial neighborhood over which a filter is applied. These filters
are inherently low-pass, thereby emphasizing the signal mean over the given neighborhood.
The decompositions obtained with this class of methods are not structural. There is no simple
relationship between the information removed by these filters and the structure present within
the signal. In this thesis, such methods are referred to as representing a signal at different scales,
and should not be confused with the general formulation of scale given in this chapter that is
directly related to structure.

17

3. A TRANSFORM FOR STRUCTURE DETECTION
This chapter addresses the issue of how to utilize the ideas presented in the previous chapter
on the relationship between scale and structure, to perform structure detection. Because structure
is inherently characterized by scale, structure detection cannot be performed unless the scale is
known. Similarly, the scale of a structure cannot be computed unless the structure already has
been identified. Because neither the structures nor their scale is known a priori, scale selection
and structure detection must be integrated. This problem is solved through the use of a new
transform [35], which makes the structure present at a given scale explicit in the transformed
domain. This allows easy examination of the change in structure resulting from a change in
scale. A search across all scales for the set of structures that are invariant to local changes in
scale results in the simultaneous identification of the perceptually relevant structures and the
scale at which they exist.
3.1. The Transform
For a given scale, the transform maps a set of data into an attraction force field, within which
the structure at that scale is explicitly encoded. Let I(x) represent a continuous ^-dimensional
dataset of /-dimensional vectors, i.e.,

h

2%

,

x=

(3.1)

/ =

w

W/
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For a given triplet of scale parameters (ag,as,ai)

at each point, denoting, respectively, the

homogeneity, spatial, and integration scale at that point, a force field, F, is computed as follows:

F ( x ; ag{x),crs{x),ai{x))

= /..../

Fyx-^--dy1...dyk

R

F,JX = dg(AI,ag(x))

• rf,(fj,X)or.,(f))

A/ = \\m-i(in\

(3.2)

/(f) = t(/(z),^(z))
R = domain(l)

\ {x}

=y~X

Tyx

In the case that I(x) is discrete, Eq. (3.2) becomes

F (x ; ag(x), as(x), *,-(*)) =T
p
R

Fyx ^

(3.3)
IvyxW

The transform computes at each pixel a vector sum of pairwise affinities between the pixel and
all other pixels. The resultant vector produced by the transform at each pixel defines both the
direction and magnitude of attraction experienced by the pixel from the rest of the image. The
affinity of a pixel xQ for another pixel y0 is given by the term irj,OIO(ri,aXo/||fj,aXo||), where r w , 0
is the vector from XQ to j/b. a °d -^o^o is the magnitude of the attraction for pixel j/b experienced
by pixel XQ. This magnitude is given by the product of a homogeneity distance function, dg(-),
which measures the degree to which the two pixels are similar, and a spatial distance function,
ds(-), which measures the proximity of the pixels. The homogeneity between two pixels, A / ,
19

is given by the Euclidean distance between their associated, m-dimensional feature vectors,

(3.4)

r=
\ImJ

where the feature vector at each pixel is determined by an operator, k(-), which computes
the desired homogeneity characteristics over an area surrounding the pixel with spatial support
given by 07.
3.2. Properties of the Homogeneity and Spatial Distance Functions
With the definition of the force field F given in Section 3.1, pixels are grouped together into
structures consisting of sets of pixels that are mutually attracted to one another. The force
direction at each pixel points towards the interior of the structure to which it groups. Pixels may
group together into any possible spatial configuration, allowing structures of any conceivable
size or shape to be detected. As the scale parameters are varied, the force vectors align to form
different structures. If the values of the homogeneity scales are increased, less homogeneous
structures should be encoded in the field. Similarly, an increase in the spatial scales should cause
larger structures to be encoded. To ensure such relationships between scale and structure, the
distance functions, ds(-) and dg(-), should possess the following properties:
/. Unit Range. The transform measures the degree of attraction among pixels, not repulsions,
so the functions should be nonnegative. For convenience, and without loss of any generality,
the maximum value of these functions is set to unity. Hence, 0 < dg(-),d„(-) < 1.
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2. Decreasing Attraction (image characteristic). The degree of attraction between pixels should
be directly proportional to their similarity, dg(AIi,ag)
and proximity, ds(fi,ax)

> dg(Al2, ag) for All < A/2, Vov,,

> ds(r2,(Ts) for ||n|| < ||r2||,Vo-s..

3. Increasing Attraction (scale characteristic). Pixel similarity should be directly proportional
to both homogeneity scale, dg(AI,o-^)

< dg(AI,o~)

for alg < a*, and spatial scale,

<f,(f,cri) < d » ( r , ^ ) for ^ < cr^.
4. Isotropicity. Structure should not be detected by the transform preferentially in any direction.
Thus, d8(f,aH)

= /(||f||,o-.,) is required.

5. Locality. The field at each pixel should depend only on a local (albeit adaptively determined)
neighborhood around that pixel. Hence, let ds(f, as) = 0 for ||f|| > c-as, for some constant,
c.
Two possible forms for the functions dg(-) and d,(-) satisfying these criteria are unnormalized
Gaussian
dg(AI,ag)

~ ^2*0*^(0,0*)

(3.5)

Mr^Jf^^^^lf
0

(3.6,

, [|r|| > 2as

and box-car window
dg(&I,<rg)~BM{<ig)

(3.7)

ds(r,as)~BM{o-s)

(3.8)

where

s

«.«>-<„" J;i *

<«

Although F is not invariant to the exact form of dg(-) and ds(-), one would expect different
forms to result in minimal change in the encoded structure information, so long as the forms
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satisfy the listed criteria, because relevant structure is locally invariant to changes in scale. This
point is discussed in more detail in the context of the problem of image segmentation in the
following chapter.
3.3. Structure in the Field Domain
If a structure is connected, then at a scale at which the structure exists, the structure is
represented within the field as a region of contracting flow (inward force vectors) defined by
contiguous pixels. Such a region is termed a region of attraction. Within this region, the flow
sinks form a set of contours that characterize the skeleton of the structure. Similarly, if spatially
adjacent structures are also connected, the region boundary is represented by the source of the
flow. Consider a region whose boundary is given by a closed curve V, where VV is the outward
normal of V. Denote by F~ the field immediately on the interior of V and by F + the field on
the immediate exterior. From the property of contracting flow, V satisfies the two relations
W - F - < 0 , W - F + >0

(3.10)

because every point on a boundary curve separates at least two areas of contracting flow.
Figure 3.1(a) shows F~ and F + vectors for a 2-D scalar image containing a black region on a
white background, with the scale parameters selected to yield regions of attraction. Other values
of (ag, as) scales may result in contracting flow over a set of disconnected regions (Fig. 3.1(b)).
The term zone of attraction is used to denote the image space characterized by contracting flow,
regardless of whether or not it consists of one or more regions. Representing both connected and
disconnected structures within the field as areas of contracting flow is essential, because realworld structure may not always be connected. An example of both connected and disconnected
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.1. (a) Spatial and homogeneity scales selected so that the black region is transformed
into a zone of attraction consisting of a single region of contracting flow, (b) Coarser spatial
scales are used, resulting in a zone of attraction containing several regions of contracting flow.

structures in a real image is given in Fig. 3.2. Individual birds comprise connected structures of
homogeneous graylevel, and the water forms a connected texture. Theflockof birds, however, is
a disconnected texture formed by individual bird texels. In addition, if one had a video sequence
of this scene, the flock also would form a disconnected region defined by similarity of motion.
Structure identification in the field domain involves identifying zones of attraction that are
stable with respect to local changes in scale. A general method for identifying zones of attraction
is not presented in this thesis. Instead, we consider only the case where all structures are
contiguous, i.e., all zones of attraction are also regions of attraction. A complete solution for
this case is given in the following chapter.
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Figure 3.2. Image containing both connected and disconnected structure. Individual birds form
connected regions of homogeneous intensity. Similarly, the water is a connected region of similar
texture. The flock of birds, however, is a disconnected texture formed by individual bird texels.

3.4. Computing Feature Vectors
This section addresses some issues with regard to the operator k(-), which is used to compute
feature vectors capturing some homogeneity criteria of interest. Homogeneity is measured in
terms of distance between the actual values of the data for the case where er,(x) = 0, because no
information from any surrounding pixels is available at this integration scale. Thus, all possible
operators should satisfy the relationship

fc(/(f),o)=/(f)
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(3.11)

The exact form of fc(-) is, of course, problem dependent. Because the application of structure
detection considered in this thesis is the problem of image segmentation, for which ai(x) = 0,
no specific forms of k(-) are given in this thesis.
The problem of devising a specific form of k(-) for measuring local texture statistics has
received considerable attention in the literature. Proposed methods utilize local geometric
primitives [36-38], filter banks [39-43], local statistical features [44-46], and random field
models [47-49]. Of these techniques, only that of Lindeberg [44] directly utilizes an integration
scale, and this technique uses a fairly simple operator. Hence, more work still has to be done
in this area in order to obtain an operator applicable to a wide variety of textures. In any case,
all of these operators can be integrated directly into the transform.
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4. MULTISCALE IMAGE SEGMENTATION
This chapter addresses a special case of the general structure detection problem known as image
segmentation. This problem assumes that the structures are connected and that homogeneity is
measured by differences among the data values (i.e., ai(x) = 0). For greyscale images, this
involves the identification of regions characterized by homogeneous intensity and high contrast
with all spatially adjacent regions. The goal of image segmentation is to identify all such
image structures without any smoothing of the structure boundaries, regardless of the scale at
which the structures occur, and without incorrectly identifying any irrelevant areas as structures.
Perceptual validity is used as a subjective measure of structure relevance. This chapter describes
a method for identifying such structures using the transform, and it is shown how the processes
of scale selection and scale-invariant structure identification can be integrated and performed
simultaneously.
In the case of image segmentation, the transform can be viewed as collecting spatially
distributed evidence for edges and regions and making it explicitly available at contour locations,
and, in this sense, it performs Gestalt analysis. Further, it does this without using restrictive
models of structure geometry or intensity variation, and without the need for any user-specified
parameters. This allows the identification of precise structure boundaries that are completely
unsmoothed, even at coarse scales. The transform incorporates into its definition the duality of
region- and edge- based descriptions of image structure, namely, that the regions have a smooth
variation of some property (e.g., intensity) in the interior and a sharp discontinuity across the
boundary. Thus, the transform performs integrated edge and region detection, and can be viewed
as a multiscale edge and blob detector at the same time.
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The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.1 reviews previous work on
image segmentation. Section 4.2 describes the specific form of the transform used for image
segmentation, and Section 4.3 gives an interpretation of the transform as a multiscale gradient.
The extraction of image structure from the transformed image is discussed in Section 4.4, and
experimental results for synthetic and real images are given in Section 4.5. Lastly, a final
discussion of the method occurs in Section 4.6.
4.1. Previous Work
A large number of algorithms for image segmentation have been proposed over the years.
However, almost all of these methods are inherently tuned to a particular scale. Any relevant
structures that exist at that scale can be identified by such methods; however, structures at other
scales cannot be identified. Worse, in any part of an image where no structure exists at that
scale, or where structure exists but is not locally invariant to scale, such approaches identify
unintuitive regions. Some examples of these approaches include: thresholding techniques [1, 2],
region growing [2-4], split-and-merge [5], watersheds [6], rule-based systems [7], and MRFbased models [8]. Prior attempts at multiscale segmentation [9-11] all represent the image at
different scales with one of the methods in Section 2.4, and then apply a single scale segmentation
algorithm to the representation of the image at each scale. This does yield a region hierarchy, but
the regions contained within it are not perceptually relevant for all but the most trivial images.
This is because scale-spaces are not structural decompositions. Structure is contained implicitly
within the scale-space, and the representation of the image at any given scale will contain,
in general, multiscale structure. Hence, a multiscale segmentation algorithm is still required
to extract the image structures from the scale-space decomposition. The use of these scalespaces for image segmentation is inherently misguided because the scale parameter is simply an
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integration scale. Modeling image structure at different scales requires homogeneity and spatial
scales to characterize the intensity variation and geometry (size and shape) of the structures.
Further, scale-spaces inherently involve some smoothing of the image at all but the finest scale,
so even if a true multiscale segmentation algorithm is applied to the representation of the image at
each scale in the scale-space, the boundaries of any extracted structure will be smoothed as well.
4.2. Specific Form of the Transform Used for Image Segmentation
For a discrete, 2-D grayscale image, I(x, y), the general transform (Eq. (3.2)) simplifies to
F(x,y;

ag(x,y),as(x,y))

=

^

dg{AI,ag(x,y))

—
r

{n.v)U{x.y)

f = (u-x)i + (v-y)j
AI =

• ds(\\r\\,as(x,y))

"

^ '

\I{x,y)-I{u,v)\

For computational efficiency, the form of the homogeneity and spatial distance functions was
selected as box-car. Although F is not invariant to the form of dg(-) and rf,(-), different forms
result in minimal change in the encoded structure information, so long as the forms satisfy the
previously listed criteria. This is because structure is represented as converging and diverging
vectors that are locally invariant to changes in scale. Experiments have been performed using
different functions (box-car, Gaussian, linear, exponential) for both dg(-) and ds(-) on various
real images. There was no change in the detected structures using different forms for d„(-),
and only marginal changes for different forms of dg(-). A box-car function for dg(-) gives the
best results, a point that is explained in Section 4.2.4 after some necessary concepts have been
introduced in the interceding sections.
4.2.1. Specific formulation of scale
Two independent scale parameters per pixel is overgeneral for characterizing image structure.
In this thesis, a structure is modelled by a single ag that characterizes the degree of homogeneity
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of the structure, and a as at each pixel that characterizes its size and shape. This number of
spatial scales is necessary in order to identify a structure without any spatial smoothing. For
example, identifying an octopus-like structure (large, main body with fine appendages) requires
large values of ers- within the body and small values within the appendages. In contrast, if
retaining fine boundary detail is not necessary, then a (ag,as) pair is sufficient to represent
the scale of a structure. In Section 4.2.2, it is shown that if the value of crg for which a pixel
belongs to a particular structure is known, then the appropriate value for <xs at the pixel can be
determined automatically. This allows Eq. (4.1) to be simplified to the following
F(x,y-o-g(x,y),crs(x,y))

= F*, (z, %)

(4.2)

The homogeneity scale, ag, is made spatially invariant and is the sole independent scale parameter
to the transform. This results in an image being mapped into a one-parameter family of attraction
force fields, Fffg, which contains all of the multiscale structure present in an image, thereby
simplifying the problem of structure identification to a l-D search.
In addition to regarding the set of spatial scales associated with a structure as describing its
size and shape, an alternative (but equivalent) interpretation is that the spatial scales describe the
appropriate amount of spatial information necessary to identify a structure having a given degree
of homogeneity. For example, if as at a pixel is too small, then there may not be enough spatial
information available for the transform to determine to which region the pixel should group.
Similarly, if er, is too large, then the transform may group the pixel into a region containing
very distant and unrelated pixels. Figure 4.1 gives an example that demonstrates the necessity of
selecting as properly in order to determine whether or not a region boundary (edge) is present at
a pixel. This example is independent of the method actually used to perform the region (edge)
identification (the transform in this case).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1. (a) For ag<\0, the circle C\ contains enough information to identify that an edge is
present at Point P. For 10 <o-g< 30, the edge should still be present, but C\ does not contain
enough information to determine this. However, Ci does, (b) This illustrates the problem of
overscaling. There is too much information within circle C3 to determine whether or not an
edge is present at Point P. All local structure information has been lost.

There are four regions of constant intensity in Fig. 4.1(a), each labelled by its intensity.
The most reasonable groupings with respect to ag for these regions are {50, 60, 70, 80} for
0<ag< 10, {50-60, 70-80} for 10 <ag < 30, and {50-60-70-80} for ag> 30. Consider the
point P that lies on the high-frequency edge separating regions 60 and 70, and the low-frequency
edge between regions 50 and 80. Let the spatial information usable for determining whether or
not an edge is present at P be contained within a circle of radius as centered at P, and also
let r, denote the radius of circle C,. For ag < 10, as = r\ provides enough information for
determining that an edge should be present at P. For 10 < ag < 30 an edge should still be
present, but as = T\ does not provide enough information to support this conclusion, although
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er, = r% does. Too much information is just as much of a problem as too little. For both these
values of ag, choosing <xs = r3 as in Fig. 4.1(b) provides much more information than necessary.
Effectively, the local structural information is lost. It should be apparent from Fig. 4.1 that, for
each value of ag at each pixel, there is some appropriate range of values for as that is necessary
for structure identification to be possible.
4.2.2. Determining values for as
For a given ag, at each pixel

(XO,T/O)

within some region R, 0\s-(xo,i/o) needs to be chosen

such that R corresponds to a region of contracting flow in F . In general, a continuous range
of values of <rs(xo,2/o). denoted [crj,cr+], yields contracting flow. This range is determined
by examining the behavior of F ^ (x0,yQ) as as(x0,y0)

is varied. \\FlTg (x0,2/o)j| is small

if the pixel intensities are uniformly distributed where ds(-) is nonzero because the pairwise
vector components in the vector sum computed at (zo,z/o) by Eq. (4.1) tend to cancel out. As
the intensity distribution becomes more asymmetric, | | F ^ (xo,Z/o)|| becomes larger since the
pairwise vector components no longer cancel. For every ag, a pixel (%o,Z/o) belongs to some
region of attraction. If o-„(zo, T/O) is small enough so that the spatial support of d„(-) does not
extend beyond the region, then \\F(Tg

(XQ, T/O)||

is small and the vector direction very sensitive to

noise. If o\,(zo,Z/o) is increased so that the spatial support of rfs() extends beyond the region,
||F«r3 (xo, t/o) || becomes larger and the vector direction becomes stable approximately orthogonal
to the nearest part of the region boundary. When this occurs, the pixel has been properly scaled.
Define
a~ = min(<7s) such that | | F ^ (arc j/o)|| > T{ag,(rs)

(4.3)

The value of T determines the smallest feature size that is captured in the field structure. Explicit
relationships between structure scale and size can be created by varying T with scale. For
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example, making T an increasing function of scale increases the effective minimum structure
size as scale becomes coarser. In general, in order to allow connected structure of arbitrary
size and shape to be detected, one should select T = e, where e ~ 0. However, if T is too
small, the transform is overly sensitive to heavily aliased structures consisting of only a couple
of pixels. Experimentally, selecting T G [4,10] eliminates the detection of such structures while
still allowing all other structures to be identified. In general, T represents the minimum value
for | | F ^ (zo,2/o)|| that signifies the existence of an edge, and when | | F ^ (xo,Z/o)|| = T, an
edge exists roughly within a distance of a~ from the pixel. If the pixel is near the region
boundary, a~ is small, and o~~ is approximately equal to the radius of the region if the pixel
is near the region center.

The value of a+ corresponds to the largest <rs(xo,yo) that does not result in overscaling, i.e.,
the pixel becoming attracted to a disconnected zone of attraction. This situation is detected by
examining the behavior of F ^

(XQ, y$)

as O-S(XQ, yo) is increased beyond aj. As this occurs, the

pixel initially belongs to the connected zone of attraction. The vector direction tends to change
very slowly as long as this is true. However, when

CTS(XQ,

yo) becomes large enough, a transition

occurs and the pixel now belongs to a different zone of attraction. The vector direction changes
much more rapidly during such a transition. As O-S(XQ, yo) is further increased, the same cycle of
behavior may recur: an interval of little change in the vector direction followed by rapid change
during transition. We term the state of little change as characterized by spatial stability. For
each zone of attraction to which the pixel

(XQ,

t/o) belongs, the value of

(TS(XQ,

yo) for which the

vector direction changes the least is called a spatially stable point. Figure 4.2(a) shows a binary
image containing squares composed of nine pixels. A plot of £-e(<rs)

is given in Fig. 4.2(b)

for a pixel belonging to the square pointed to by A, where 9(crs) is defined as the angle in
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Figure 4.2. (a) Binary image containing square black regions, (b) A plot of the change in
vector direction with ers is given for a pixel belonging to the square pointed to by A. The three
main minima correspond to the spatially stable points. The pixel belongs to a different zone of
attraction at each of these points, corresponding to the three perceptual dot clusters to which
the pixel belongs.
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radians of F ^ s (#0,2/0) from some reference direction. The stability points of the graph occur
at <rs = (2,9,48}. These are the locations of the three largest local minima in the graph. Each
minimum corresponds to a different zone of attraction for this pixel. These zones of attraction
correspond to the three clusters in the image to which one perceives the pixel A belonging. The
cluster containing all pixels in the image also has a stability point, but this point occurs for a
larger as than shown in Fig. 4.2(b). To prevent overscaling, the upper bound, crj", is defined as
the value of the first spatially stable point, i.e.,
d
<x+ = min (<TS) such that - — d . , ^ )
for as > as . Selecting

O-S(XQ, T/O)

> 0

(4.4)

E [crs , C+] for each pixel yields an F with every force vector

belonging to a region of attraction.
4.2J. Behavior of F with trg
In this section, the effect of varying ag on F is examined first at the level of individual pixels,
and then for entire structures. For a given value of ag, each <xs(xo,t/o) is chosen properly as
detailed in the preceding section.
As a-g varies, a pixel initially belongs to the same region of attraction for some range of values,
but at some point it makes a transition and becomes a part of another region of attraction. These
transitions are readily discernible by examining the o-g-<js plot of a pixel. As ag increases,
the region of attraction to which a pixel belongs increases in size as pixels previously outside
the region (because they were too dissimilar), gradually merge into the region. Because a~
represents the approximate distance between the pixel and the nearest boundary of its region of
attraction, a~ is nondecreasing as ag increases. While the pixel belongs to the same region of
attraction, a~ increases slowly as ag increases. The nearest boundary point of the next (coarser)
region of attraction of the pixel is farther away than the nearest boundary point of the present
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region of attraction, resulting in a discontinuity in the value of <rs at the crg where the transition
occurs. Examples of two typical o-g — as plots are given in Fig. 4.3.
Figure 4.3(a) shows an image of people at a 3-D movie. Plots of as vs. ag are shown in
Fig. 4.3(b) and (c) for the pixels located at the centers of the leftmost and rightmost crosshairs
(+) overlaid onto the image, respectively. The pixel for (b) belongs to two relevant regions of
attraction. The first consists of the woman's face, and the second occurs as the face merges into
the background region. The pixel for (c) belongs to three relevant regions of attraction. The first
consists of the man's shirt, the second occurs when the shirt merges with the rest of the man,
and the third occurs when the man merges into the background. For both (b) and (c), transitions
between regions of attraction are clearly indicated by discontinuities in the value of ers.
From examination of the ag-o-s plot of a pixel, both the number of structures to which the pixel
belongs as well as the range of ag for which the pixel belongs to each structure can be determined.
However, in and of itself, this does not provide enough information to do structure identification.
An understanding of the behavior of entire structures with respect to ag is also required. As
ag varies, some structures coalesce while others disappear. Because image structures generally
have nonzero variance, regions of attraction form and disappear over some range of ag. Hence,
for any given structure, as ag is increased, the structure gradually forms, then remains relatively
stable for some interval, and then gradually disappears as its constituent pixels form into other,
coarser structures. The identification of these structures from F is addressed in Section 4.4.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4.3. (a) Image of people at a 3-D movie, (b) and (c) show plots of cr.v vs. ag for
the two pixels located under the leftmost andrightmostcrosshairs (+) overlaid onto the image,
respectively. For (b), the pixel belongs to two regions of attraction: the woman's face before and
after it merges into the background. For (c), the pixel belongs to three regions of attraction: the
man's shirt, the shirt merged into the rest of the man, and the man merged into the background.
Transitions between regions of attraction are clearly indicated by discontinuities in the value
of er.,.
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4.2.4. Homogeneity distance function selection
The purpose of this section is to motivate briefly the use of a box-car function for dg(-).
Consider Fig. 4.4, which contains a uniform triangular region having contrast C with the
background. The transform is computed at points Pi and P2 within the region for the same
value of as, represented by the radius of the drawn circles. If a box-car is used for dg(-), then
both points merge into the background region at ag = C. However, if dg(-) is Gaussian, Pi
merges into the background earlier than P2 because the proportion of area within the circle
centered at Pi occupied by the region is less than the proportion within the circle at P>. The
net effect is that the range of ag for which the region merges into the background is increased.
This result also holds under the addition of zero-mean noise. It is shown below that, for a l-D
signal, the form of dg(-) that yields the shortest transition interval is the box-car function. The
same result also holds for higher dimensional signals.
Consider the l-D signal

where \i\ - i2\ = C. For the discontinuity at x = 0 we seek the dg(-) that jointly maximizes
L

{dg(0, ag) - dg(C, ag)} / ds(x, as) dx

(4.6)

for a„ < C\ and minimizes
C2 - d

(4.7)

||Fr,(0)|| > T, ag<Ci

(4.8)

||F„ f (0)||<r f ag>C2

(4.9)

subject to the constraints

C2>Ci

(4.10)
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Figure 4.4. Demonstration of the increase in the interval of crg for which structures transition
because of the use of functions for dg(-) other than a box-car . Consider the transform computed
at points Pi and P2 within a uniform triangular region, and using the same value of o\,,
represented by the radius of the drawn circles. If dg(-) is box-car, both points transition to
the background at the same value of ag, whereas if dg(-) is Gaussian, Pi transitions before P2,
resulting in a finite transition interval for the region.

Eq. (4.6) represents the smallest structures that can be detected by the transform, while Eq. (4.7)
minimizes the transition interval. The constraints (Eqs. (4.8)-(4.10)) require the transition to be
well-behaved. Given these criteria, it is trivially shown that the optimal form of dg(-) is the
box-car window. For this form, the transition occurs at ag = C = C\ = C2. Also, it is readily
shown that this form is also optimal for field vectors at all other values of x.
Other forms for dg(-) result in a longer transition interval, thereby reducing the interval of ag
for which a structure is stable, possibly even eliminating the interval entirely. Only structures
that are marginally stable (using the stability measure presented in Section 4.4) are negatively
affected by this, which explains why the use of a box-car for dg(-) vis-a-vis other functions
results in only a slight improvement in segmentation quality.
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4.3. The Transform as Multiscale Gradient Operator
Because for connected structures the field domain contains both a region and an edge description of the image structure, it is interesting to think of the transform as an edge detector because
an edge has a precise definition, namely, that an edge is equivalent to a local maximum of the
gradient. At the inner scale, a gradient is a linear operator and the standard definition applies,
i.e., VI = Ixi + Iyj, where Ix and Iv are computed by nearest neighbor differences because / is
discrete. Consider the difficulty, however, of defining a gradient at any other scale. A gradient
has to capture the local rate of change in intensity over an area defined by the spatial scale, while
ignoring intensity variations that are irrelevant at the present homogeneity scale. Virtually all
previous work on edge detection (see, for example, [50-57]) defines a gradient as utilizing operations based upon local differences in intensity populations. Such approaches fail in areas with
complicated geometry, such as in Fig. 4.5(a). This image consists of the five regions of constant
intensity shown in (b), where the horizontal and vertical edges are step transitions, and the two
diagonal edges have linear ramp profiles six pixels in length, and to which white, Gaussian noise
having a — 5 was added. At some scale, each of these regions is relevant. Consider what sort of
operator is necessary to compute the gradient at point P, which lies within region 100 and along
a diffuse edge of low contrast and low signal-to-noise ratio, and which is in close proximity
to much sharper and contrasted edges. An operator that directly looks for local differences in
intensity populations is virtually guaranteed of being unduly influenced by the discontinuities
between region 100 and regions 200, 210, and 150. As a result, both the gradient magnitude
and direction will not reflect the edge between regions 100 and 90.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4.5. Demonstration of the transform as a multiscale gradient operator, (a) Synthetic
image consisting of the five regions of constant intensity shown in (b), where the horizontal
and vertical edges are step transitions, and the two diagonal edges have linear ramp profiles six
pixels in length, and to which white, Gaussian noise having a = 5 was added, (c) Regions of
attraction present within F7 displayed by their average intensity.
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(d)
Figure 4.5 (cont.). (d) F7 vectors for each pixel within the box in (c). The vector directions
align very closely with the perceived gradient direction at the given scale. This occurs even at
complex geometries, such as at point P, which lies within region 100 and along a diffuse edge
of low contrast and low signal-to-noise ratio, and which is in close proximity to much sharper
and contrasted edges.
The transform, however, is a fundamentally different sort of operator than those of previous
methods because it is based upon pixels grouping together on the basis of similarity. Information
about discontinuities in local pixel populations arises purely as a by-product of this grouping
process. For example, at a scale where the edge between regions 90 and 100 exists, point
P experiences relatively little attraction for any pixels outside of region 100. Hence, both the
number and geometry of the structures outside of region 100 is largely irrelevant to the magnitude
and direction of the computed force vector. As a result, the force vector directions align very
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closely to the direction of the gradient. One can verify this in Fig. 4.5(d), which displays F? as
a needle diagram for each pixel within the box in (c). At this value of ag, all five structures are
present, as can be seen from (c), which displays the average intensity of each of the regions of
attraction present within F?. Because of the close alignment at any scale between the direction of
a force vector and the gradient direction, the transform can be thought of as being very similar
to a multiscale gradient operator, but with the bonus that local gradient maxima (edges) and
minima (skeletons) are represented within the field by T phase discontinuities.
4.4. Identifying Regions of Attraction within F
This section presents a method for identifying the regions of attraction within F that correspond
to relevant image structure. In order to illustrate the integration of edge- and region- based
representations within F, Section 4.4.1 describes a purely edge-based structure extraction method
that gives closed contours, and, hence, regions. In Section 4.4.2, a stability criterion is used to
identify which of these structures is perceptually valid. Finally, the issue of a compact and
efficient form for representing the segmentation is addressed in Section 4.4.3.
4.4.1. Identifying region boundaries
Because Eq. (3.10) holds along each boundary curve, the vectors along each boundary curve
diverge from one another. For the interval of ag for which a structure is fully-formed within F,
these boundaries form closed contours. Thus, structure identification consists of searching F for
all sets of boundaries that form closed contours. Toward this end, a local measure for a region
boundary has to be defined. In a continuous space, one can show that the only place within F
where vectors diverge from one another is at region boundaries, and that this divergence is always
7r, regardless of the boundary geometry [35]. However, discretization may reduce this divergence
somewhat, and, for regions containing concavities, causes vectors to diverge from one another
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across the line segment formed by joining the center of the concavity on the region boundary to
the nearest point on the medial axis of the region, as illustrated in Fig. 4.6. In a continuous space,
the angle between two vectors across segment AB approaches zero in the limit as the vectors are
chosen arbitrarily close to AB. For a digital image, the finite spatial resolution causes a nonzero
angle of at most e to exist between the vectors across the line segment. The value of e decreases as
<rs, and, hence, T, increases. For T= 1, it is easily shown that e = 2arctan ( l / ( \ / 2 + l)) «7r/4,
andforT=4, e = 2 a r c t a n ( ( l / v ^ + l / \ / 5 + l / v / i ^ / ( 4 + l / N / 2 + 2 / v / 5 + 3 / N / l 0 ) ) «rr/7. The
angular distributions of the divergence present at region boundaries and concavities never overlap,
so e can be used as a threshold for classifying these two cases. Region boundaries are identified
by comparing each vector with its eight nearest neighbors. For example, to determine whether
or not a region boundary exists between (zo,2/o) and (x0 + l,yQ) at ag = ago, the following
test is used
IF F ^ (x0,yQ)x<0
&

& Fffao (x0 +

||F^(XO,W)||||FH(^ + 1,,»)||

THEN

l,y0)x>0
< C S £

°

(4M)

(XQ, T/O) & (xo-t-1, j/o) are boundary points

Analogous tests are used for the other neighboring vector pairs.
4.4.2. Structure stability
Not all of the structures identified in the previous section are perceptually valid. This is
because ag reflects the relative homogeneity within a structure, but not the relative contrast of
the structure with neighboring structures. The latter is reflected in the extent of a structure in F ,
or crg-lifetime. This is measured from the point at which a structure is half-formed to when it
has half-disappeared. This results in a pixel being assigned to a structure for every value of ag.
Exact computation of the er^-lifetime of a structure requires examination of the og-as

plot of

each pixel within the structure for the discontinuities in ers that indicate transitions of the pixel
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Figure 4.6. The presence of a concavity causes vectors to diverge across the line segment formed
by joining the concavity center on the region boundary (Point A) to the nearest point on the
medial axis of the region (Point B).

into and out of the structure. This could be done but is unnecessarily expensive computationally.
A simpler approach is to approximate the lifetime using only the structure boundary pixels,
because a transition at a boundary pixel is reflected in an edge appearing or disappearing, and
this edge information is already computed in Section 4.4.1.
A structure is considered stable with ag, and, hence, perceptually relevant, if it obeys the
following "octave" rule:
A structure with o^-lifetime [01,02]. is stable iff 02 > 20i.
The octave rule essentially requires the homogeneity variation within a structure to be less than
the relative contrast between the structure and neighboring structures. This results in structures
that not only become less homogeneous as scale becomes coarser, but also have increasing
contrast with neighboring regions. The octave rule yields good results in practice, but is not
based on psychophysical criteria. Experiments are planned in which people subjectively evaluate
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Figure 4.7. (a) l-D signal with four levels, (b)-(d) Edges and some field vectors are shown for
three different scales, (b) At fine scale, four regions are detected, (c) At a coarser scale, regions
II and HI merge together, (d) At an even coarser scale, the edge separating regions II and EH
has reappeared, resulting in one region consisting of regions I and II and another consisting of
regions HI and IV.

segmentations produced by different rules in order to determine a perceptually valid criterion for
identifying the regions of attraction that correspond to relevant structures.

4.43. Segmentation representation
This section addresses the issue of how best to represent the segmentation obtained in
Sections 4.4.1-4.4.2. The segmentation consists of a list of relevant structures along with their
^-lifetimes and constituent pixels. Because this segmentation retains the geometric fidelity
of structure boundaries at all scales, the segmentation often can be represented as a merging
pyramid, i.e., every structure consists of a set union of structures present at any finer scale.
In certain isolated situations, however, this does not hold true, as is demonstrated in Fig. 4.7.
A l-D signal having four levels is shown in (a). At some initial scale, the resulting field is
shown in (b) along with the three edges detected. These edges separate the signal into four
regions, numbered as shown. At some coarser scale, (c), the edge separating regions II and ITJ
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disappears and these regions merge. However, at a yet coarser scale, (d), this edge reappears
and the other two edges disappear.
Because a merging pyramid is such a convenient representation, the segmentation is postprocessed to explicitly force it into this form. This is accomplished by projecting structure
boundaries downward to all finer scales. This prevents certain regions, such as II and EQ in
Fig. 4.7, from merging together. The segmentation is now representable as a merging pyramid,
such as the one in Fig. 4.8. Each node in the pyramid corresponds to a segmented structure.
Information about a structure that can be stored at its associated node includes average intensity,
texture statistics, cr^-lifetime, boundary chain-code, moments, and area. The base of the pyramid
contains the finest scale structures, and incrementally coarser structures are represented as the
pyramid is traversed upwards. The pyramid representation has many useful aspects, including
efficient coarse-fine access to the image structures as well as compact storage of the segmentation.
4.5. Implementation Details
This section describes some implementation details of the image segmentation algorithm. The
use of box-car functions for the homogeneity and spatial distance functions eliminates the three
multiplies required to compute each pairwise pixel attraction vector. Hence, Eq. (4.1) can be
evaluated using only look-up tables and integer additions. To further minimize the computation
time it is desirable to select <r» as small as possible, i.e., as = a~. The transform vectors that take
the longest to compute are those of pixels distant from any region boundary becausecr^ is slightly
larger than the distance from a pixel to the nearest boundary. Fortunately, the structure extraction
algorithm only requires that the force vectors be computed along each region boundary. Thus,
as may be capped at the maximum value necessary to compute a force vector at a boundary
pixel. This value is given by afax = L/2, where L is the length of the edge profile of the most
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.8. (a) Segmented regions at different scales, with the intensities of the finest scale
regions labelled, (b) The pyramid that corresponds to this segmentation. Each node corresponds
to a different region, and the range of crg for which each region is present is shown within
each node.

diffuse edge in the image, because at a pixel on the edge boundary (i.e., at the center of the edge
profile) the spatial support of the transform should extend into the regions on either side of the
edge. Experimentally, a™ax = 10 has been found to work well over a wide variety of images.
Thus, in the evaluation of Eq. (4.3), if aH reaches a™ax, then the computation is stopped and
the pixel is considered not to border a region boundary at the given value of ag. In addition, it
is not necessary to compute F over the entire range of I(x, y) (assume 8-bit data, i.e., range of
0-255). Edges of contrast less than 3 are not visible, and regions with a homogeneity variation
greater than 50 typically correspond to structures that are coarser than desired because most
images have a graylevel histogram with standard deviation of about 20. Thus, ag is restricted to
the range ag 6 [3,50]. Furthermore, ag is subsampled within this range. We have found that 10
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samples suffice to identify all structure present within this range. Thus, the scale at each pixel
is selected from among 100 possible points within the ag—as plane of that pixel.
4.6. Experimental Results
This section presents the results of the described image segmentation method for a variety of
images. Figures 4.9-4.15 use synthetic images to illustrate the performance of the transform in
the presence of multiscale structure, complex boundary topology, different forms of the functions
dg(-) and ds(-), shading, and noise. In all cases, the difference between the actual structure and
the detected structure was zero. Next, the performance of the segmentation algorithm on several
real images is demonstrated in Figs. 4.16-4.24.
Figure 4.9 demonstrates the ability of the transform to make structure explicitly available.
Figure 4.9(a) consists of two rectangles having a constant intensity of 1 on a background of
intensity 255. The as values that correspond to F20 are shown intensity coded in (b) with image
brightness directly proportional to the as value. The vector directions of F20 are shown in (c)
intensity coded so that the brightness is proportional to the clockwise angle the force vector makes
from the positive x-axis. Because structure boundaries and skeletons are represented within F
by diverging and converging field vectors, respectively, with phase differences of approximately
7r, they appear as sharp intensity discontinuities. Some intensity discontinuities, however, are
artifacts resulting from the branch cut present along the positive x-axis, and should be ignored.
In (d), the vector directions are displayed after first being rotated clockwise by 7r/2. This shifts
the bright-dark intensity coding artifacts, allowing easier verification of the image structure in
areas in (c) where such artifacts occur. In (e), the vectors in (c) are shown as a needle diagram
after 5:1 spatial subsampling to accommodate display on the page. Note from (c)-(e) that the
structure boundaries are all present, have closed contours, and retain geometric fidelity.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.9. Demonstration of the properties of the transform and the region signatures through
a simple synthetic image, (a) Two rectangles having a constant intensity of 1, on a background
of intensity 255. (b) Intensity coded image of as values chosen to correspond to the rectangular
regions. Image brightness is proportional to as value, (c) Force vectors obtained after the
transform has been applied using the <rs values shown in (b), and ag = 20. The vector directions
are intensity coded so that the brightness is proportional to the clockwise angle of the force
vector from the positive x-axis. Some intensity discontinuities are artifacts of intensity based
(linear) coding of the cyclic direction values, (d) Same as (c), but with vector directions rotated
90° clockwise and then intensity coded. This shifts the bright-dark artifacts resulting from
the intensity coding, allowing one to more easily verify the field in (c) near areas where such
artifacts occur.
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Figure 4.9 (cont.). (e) The vectors in (c)-(d) shown as line segments. The length of the line
segment represents the vector magnitude, and the tail of the vector is indicated by a small square.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.10. Demonstration of the multiscale capability of the transform, (a) Same as Fig. 4.9,
except that two new, lower contrast regions have been added. The new small rectangle has a
graylevel of 30, and the new square has a graylevel of 200. The three contrasts present are 29,
55, and 254. (b) Intensity coded vector direction image using cr^ = 10. Because 10 is less than
all contrasts, all four regions are detected, (c) Analogous to (b) using ag = 40. Because 40 >
29, the new rectangle is lost, (d) Analogous to (b) using ag = 60. Because 60 > 29,55, both
new regions are lost, leaving a result identical to Fig. 4.9(c).
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(b)

(c)

Figure 4.11. Demonstration of the insensitivity of the transform to boundary curvature and
topology, (a) Constant value regions having complex boundary structure. The boundaries contain
smooth as well as high-curvature segments including corners. Some of the boundary points are
vertices where more than two regions meet. All region boundaries have a contrast of at least
15 grey levels, (b) Intensity coded directions computed by the transform using crs values chosen
corresponding to the region structure for ag = 10. (c) Same as (b), but with vector directions
rotated 90° clockwise and then intensity coded. The regions are represented in (b)-(c) by their
force field signature without distortion.
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Figure 4.12. Examples of four functions which are used for both dg(-) and ds(-) in Fig. 4.13.
(a) Box-car, (b) Gaussian, (c) Exponential, and (d) Linear. The a shown indicates the ag and
as values used by dg(-) and d,(-), respectively.
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Figure 4.13. Demonstration of the insensitivity of the transform to the choice of the functions
dg(-) and ds(-). (a)-(d) Intensity coded directions of Fig. 4.11(a) computed by the transform
using aa values chosen corresponding to the region structure for ag = 10. The forms used for
dg(-) and ds(-) are box-car, Gaussian, exponential, and linear, respectively. The region structure
is represented within the field without distortion in all cases.
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Figure 4.14. Demonstration of the insensitivity of the transform to shading, (a) Same image
as in Fig. 4.11(a), but different regions now have spatially varying greylevels. Here, the disk
contains linearly increasing greylevels from left to right, whereas the polygonal region has
quadratically increasing greylevels from right to left. The irregularly shaped center region
contains quadratically varying greylevels which increase from bottom to top. (b) Intensity coded
force directions after the transform has been applied using ag = 10. (c) Same as (b) but with
ag = 25. At this value of o~g, the microstructure within the irregular center region has disappeared.
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Figure 4.15. Demonstration of the insensitivity of the transform to additive, white Gaussian
noise, (a) Image containing two regions of intensity 0 and 100 on a background of intensity 200,
and with zero-mean noise of standard deviation a = 50. (b) Intensity coded directions computed
using crg = 50. (c) Same as (b), but with vector directions rotated 90° counterclockwise and then
intensity coded, (d)-(f) Same as (a)-(c), but with noise having a - 100. Note that the structure
boundaries are all present, have closed contours, and retain geometric fidelity (For example,
the sharp corner of the intensity 100 region has been preserved without smoothing), except, of
course, where the region structure has been changed because of the noise, in which case the
new structure is reflected.
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(b)
(c)
Figure 4.16. Demonstration of structures at different homogeneity scales present within F for
a real image, (a) Donald Duck toy. (b)-(c) Intensity coded vector directions of Fio and F 30 ,
respectively. The background substructure, such as the musical notes, is encoded within Fi 0 ,
whereas the entire background is present as a single region in F30.
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Figure 4.17. (a) An image containing structure at predominantly two scales, with jagged edges
particularly visible inside the lighter, cellular regions. The structure is easy to follow visually,
which makes it easy to test the transform performance with respect to boundary complexity.
(b)-(c) Intensity coded vector directions of F? and F26, which correspond to the two major
scales.
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Figure 4.17 (cont.). (d)-(e) Structures present aiag = 7 displayed by both an edge map and by
average graylevel. (f)-(g) Same as (d)-(e), but for ag = 26.
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(b)
Figure 4.18. (a) People at a 3-D movie, (b) Intensity coded vector directions of F30.
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Figure 4.18 (cont.). (c) F 30 with the vector directions displayed by a needle diagram for the
pixels within the window in (a).
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Figure 4.18 (cont.). (d) People at a 3-D movie, (e)-(g) Region boundaries present at, respectively, erg = 5, 21, 39.
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(c)
(d)
Figure 4.19. (a) A sailboat on a lake, (b)-(d) Region boundaries present at, respectively,
ag = 5, 10, 26.
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(e)

(f)

(g)
(h)
Figure 4.19 (cont.). (e) A sailboat on a lake, (f)-(h) Average grayscales of the regions present
at, respectively, ag = 5, 10, 26.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 4.20. (a) Lena, (b)-(d) Region boundaries present at, respectively, ag = 7, 10, 21.
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(0

(e)

(g)
(h)
Figure 4.20 (cont.). (e) Lena, (f)-(h) Average grayscales of the regions present at, respectively,
a„ = 7, 10, 21.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 4.21. (a) Aerial scene, (b)-(d) Region boundaries present at, respectively, ag = 7, 13, 26.
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Figure 4.22. (a) Field of sunflowers.
crg = 5, 13, 21.

(b-d) Region boundaries present at, respectively,
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(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 4.23. (a) 2-D slice from a CT scan of a dog heart, (b)-(d) Region boundaries present
at, respectively, ^ = 5, 13, 21.
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(b)
Figure 4.24. (a) Aerial image taken from a camera mounted beneath an airplane, (b)-(d) Region
boundaries present at, respectively, ag = 5, 10, 26.
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Figure 4.24 (cont.).
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The ability of the transform to encode information at multiple homogeneity scales is demonstrated by Fig. 4.10. The image in (a) is the same as that of Fig. 4.9(a), except that two new lower
contrast regions have been added. The field vectors are displayed in (b)-(d) at correspondingly
coarser homogeneity scale. In (b), all of the regions are present, whereas in (c) one of the new
low contrast regions has disappeared, and in (d) the other new region has disappeared. Fig. 4.11
demonstrates the insensitivity of the transform to boundary curvature and topology. The image
in (a) contains regions with smooth, piecewise linear, and rough boundaries, as well as a vertex
where 8 regions meet and several sharp corners. Field vectors for Fio are shown in (b)-(c), from
which one can see that all regions are represented within the force field without distortion.
Four different functions that could be used for dg(-) and ds(-) are displayed in Fig. 4.12.
These functions include box-car, Gaussian, exponential, and linear distributions. In Fig. 4.13,
the force field from Fig. 4.11(b) is shown computed using each of these four functions for both
dg(-) and ds(-). The encoded structure remains unchanged for all four cases. The insensitivity
of the transform to shading is demonstrated in Fig. 4.14. The image in (a) is identical to that
of Fig. 4.11(a), except that both linear and quadratic shading are now present. Fio is displayed
in Fig. 4.14(b), and is structurally equivalent to the Fio that is displayed in Fig. 4.11(b). In
addition, F25 is displayed in Fig. 4.14(c). The microstructure within the irregular center region
has now disappeared, and the remaining structure is unaffected by the shading.
Figure 4.15 demonstrates the insensitivity of the transform to Gaussian noise. Both (a) and (d)
consist of a synthetic image containing two regions of intensity 0 and 100 on a background of
intensity 200, and corrupted by additive, zero-mean, white Gaussian noise of standard deviation
a = 50 in (a) and a = 100 in (d). Vector directions of F50 are shown in (b) and (e) intensity
coded as in Fig. 4.9(c) and in (c) and (f) intensity coded as in Fig. 4.9(d). Note that the structure
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boundaries are all present and retain geometric fidelity (For example, the sharp corner of the
intensity 100 region has been preserved without smoothing), except, of course, where the region
structure has been changed because of the noise, in which case the new structure is reflected.
Figure 4.16 demonstrates structure of different homogeneity scales encoded within F for a real
image. Intensity coded vector directions of Fio and F30 are shown for an image of a Donald
Duck toy. The background substructure, such as the musical notes, is encoded within Fio,
whereas the entire background is present as a single region in F30.
Figures 4.17-4.24 demonstrate the segmentation performance on a variety of real images. For
each image, the pyramid representing the multiscale segmentation is computed. The segmentation
is visualized by displaying the structure boundaries, as well as the average grayscale of the
structures for Figs. 19-20, for each structure present within the pyramid at a particular value of
ag. For each image, three different values of ag were selected so that a wide variety of different
structures can be seen. For Fig. 4.17, in addition to the segmentation results shown in (d)-(g),
F7 and F26 vectors are shown in (b) and (c), respectively. Within F 7 , the substructure present
within the lighter, cellular regions is encoded, and within F26, the cellular regions themselves
are present. Although these regions exist at a coarse homogeneity scale, one can verify by
examining the field that the region boundaries have been preserved. The format of Fig. 4.18 is
similar to that of Fig. 4.17, except that (b) shows F30 with the vectors directions encoded as
graylevels, and (c) shows the vectors within the white box in (a) displayed by a needle diagram.
Fig. 4.18(c) allows one to inspect closely the structures encoded within F30.
Figures 4.17-4.24 were selected to demonstrate the performance of this algorithm in a variety
of different situations, for example, noise (Fig. 4.23), shading (Fig! 4.20), significant multiscale structure (Figs. 4.17, 4.19, 4.20, 4.23, 4.24), sharp and diffuse edges in close proximity
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(Figs. 4.21, 4.23, 4.24), and high-curvature structure boundaries (Figs. 4.17, 4.18, 4.22). In
all cases, the identified structures closely correspond to human perception of relevant structure,
and the structure boundaries closely align with the actual boundaries in the image. Finally, the
amount of computation required by this algorithm is reasonable. About 90 sec. is currently
required to segment a 512 x 512 image on a Sun SPARC20, and a VLSI chip has been designed
to compute the transform at frame rates (30 Hz).
4.7. Discussion
The application of a new nonlinear transform to the problem of image segmentation has
been explained. The identified regions correspond to perceptually valid image structure, and
the identified region boundaries align closely with the actual boundaries of the structures,
regardless of the scale of the structures. Automatic selection of both the homogeneity and
spatial scales avoids the need to make restrictive a priori assumptions about either the geometric
or homogeneity characteristics of the structure. A pyramid is constructed that contains all of the
structure in a given image, as well as the range of homogeneity scale for which each structure
is present. This approach to structure detection is distinguished from previous methods in
several respects. First, scale is formulated in a manner that naturally represents image structure.
Second, the processes of scale selection and structure detection are integrated and performed
automatically. In addition, a unification between region and edge detection is achieved in
the transformed domain. Finally, structure of arbitrary geometry can be detected without any
smoothing of the structure boundaries, even at coarse scales.
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5. MULTISCALE REGION-BASED 2-D
MOTION ESTIMATION AND SEGMENTATION
This chapter applies the image segmentation algorithm described in the previous chapter to
the problems of estimating the 2-D motionfieldfrom a time sequence of images and identifying
regions characterized by similar motion (motion segmentation). The goal of the algorithm is to
determine the 2-D motion field, the moving objects, the areas of occlusion and disocclusion,
the background region, and the relative depth of the moving objects. No restrictive assumptions
are made with regard to the type of motion (i.e., slow, temporally smooth, rigid) or the number
of moving objects.
The algorithm operates on the images in a video sequence a pair at a time. A multiscale image
segmentation is computed independently on each image in the frame pair. Correspondences are
then computed between the identified structures in each of the two frames. The motion of the
pixels within each set of matched structures is modelled by an affine transformation. Because
structure detection is multiscale, a pixel that belongs to multiple structures may have several
different affine transformations associated with it. An integration step then is used to combine
the multiple motions together, resulting in a motionfieldfor the frame pair. Motion segmentation,
occlusion identification, and relative depth are then computed from the motion field.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.1 reviews previous work on 2-D
motion estimation, and Section 5.2 motivates the approach of our algorithm. Section 5.3 then
gives an overview of the major steps in the algorithm. The next several sections describe
each of these steps in more detail. Section 5.4 describes the current method for matching the
segmented structures, Section 5.5 describes the process by which the affine transformations
are computed for each set of matched structures, and Section 5.6 describes the process by
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which the multiple motion estimates are integrated into a single motion field. This field is
then segmented by the method given in Section 5.7. Next, Section 5.8 describes the occlusion
and relative depth estimation steps, and Section 5.9 details the last two steps of the algorithm,
namely, motion and occlusion prediction. Finally, Section 5.10 gives implementation details of
the algorithm, Section 5.11 gives experimental results, and a final discussion of the method is
given in Section 5.12.
5.1. Previous Work
Previous approaches to the problem of 2-D motion estimation can be classified as either pixelbased (intensity-based) or feature-based. Some reviews can be found in [58-60]. The pixel-based
approaches (commonly referred to as opticalflowmethods) assume a direct relationship between
object motion and intensity changes within a video sequence, i.e., they assume that intensity
changes are caused by motion and that motion causes variations in intensity. As a result, motion
estimation is formulated as an optimization problem where the motion field corresponds to the
operator that best accounts for the intensity variations given various restrictions. Such methods
include algorithms that utilize constraints based upon local spatial and temporal derivatives [12,
13], as well as the popular block-based correlation algorithm (BCA). These algorithms yield
dense motion estimates.
Feature-based methods extract features from images and then match them across frames,
thereby obtaining a displacement field. Such features include points defined by local intensity
extrema [14], edges [15-17], corners [17, 18], and regions [19-24]. Most of these algorithms
result in sparse motion fields.
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5.2. Motivation for the Approach
Optical flow techniques often suffer difficulties near occlusion boundaries, where the motion
is coarse, and in areas where the aperture problem dominates (This refers to the difficulty in
computing the component of the motion that is tangential to an isobrightness contour using
a local operator). The more sophisticated algorithms in this class, however, can handle these
problems with some degree of success [61, 62]. The more fundamental problem with optical
flow algorithms is the assumption of an equivalence between intensity changes and motion [63].
Intensity changes between image frames may be caused by changes in illumination, noise, and
spatial sampling, in addition to the changes caused by motion. Also, it is not always correct
that motion causes changes in intensity, a primary example being areas with little variation in
intensity. The use of structures defined by homogeneity of intensity can help in both of these
situations, however. The motion information in areas with little intensity variation is contained
in the contours of the structures associated with such areas. In addition, structure geometry is
fairly robust to noise and changes in illumination, so differences in the shape and position of the
structure contours across time are generally caused by motion. Further, occluding contours are
almost always defined by an intensity discontinuity at some scale, so the problems of identifying
the occluding contours and obtaining good motion estimates near such contours are simplified
with the use of structural information.
Non-region features (intensity extrema, corners, edges) provide some of the same benefits as
image structure, and methods such as that of [17] integrate such information into the motion
estimation process. These features have several disadvantages compared to region primitives,
however. Regions are more stable with regard to noise and lighting changes, and the probability
of an incorrect match is much lower because regions have a larger variety and complexity of
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attributes than the other types of features. Also, non-region features provide information at only
a sparse set of points. Because regions are 2-D primitives, they are much more comprehensive
in that every pixel in the image belongs to at least one region.
A few other region-based motion algorithms exist besides the algorithm described in this
chapter; however, they are all fairly simplistic. First, these methods all use one of the standard,
single-scale segmentation algorithms. Segmentation errors, such as unintuitive regions and
inexact region boundaries, resulting from the use of such algorithms increase the difficulty
of finding region correspondences across frames. In addition, the region hierarchy provided by
a multiscale algorithm provides a much richer description of regions available for matching.
Both structural changes and noise within a certain area of an image may cause an absence of
matches for regions within that area at a particular scale. However, it is often the case that
matches can be found within that area at other scales. As a result, a multiscale method is able
to find region correspondences over a larger fraction of the image than a method that extracts
regions at only a single scale. Second, these other methods use quite simple approaches to
obtain region correspondences. In [24], matching is done by 3-D segmentation (x,y,t) under
the assumption that regions overlap from frame to frame, and [20, 22, 64] all perform matching
using heuristics on region attributes such as average intensity, area, and moments. In addition,
these three methods compute a sparse motion field by assigning to the matched region centroids
motion vectors corresponding to the displacement of the centroids of the matched regions. The
motion of the pixels in a matched region pair are also modelled by an affine transformation
in [21] and [24]; however, neither of these two methods attempt to account for the change in
region shape resulting from occlusion.
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All types of motion estimation algorithms make errors because of occlusion, but region-based
methods are particularly sensitive to this problem. In pixel-based methods, occlusion can cause
motion vectors to be estimated incorrectly in the neighborhood of the occlusion. For featurebased methods, occlusion may cause matches not to exist for features near the occlusion, and, as
a result, the motion cannot be estimated in these areas. However, if the features are regions, it is
usually the case that the occlusion only partially obscures a region. Hence, a region unoccluded
in one frame and partially occluded in the following frame will still be matched, but the partial
occlusion can change the shape of the region enough to cause the estimated motion parameters
to be incorrect. If this region is large, motion vectors may be estimated incorrectly far away
from the occlusion. Thus, occlusion can cause global errors in a region-based method. The
method presented in this chapter reduces this problem by estimating and compensating for the
effects of occlusion.
5.3. General Overview of the Algorithm
A general overview of the approach is given in Fig. 5.1. Let an image at frame f of a video
sequence be given by It(x,y). The algorithm processes a video sequence two frames at a time.
For a pair of frames, (It, It+i), the algorithm computes a 2-D motion field, Mt.t+i(x, y), which
describes the motion of each pixel in the image from frame t to frame t + 1. The motion field is
then segmented into connected areas characterized by similarity of motion over the pair of frames.
This motion segmentation is denoted as MSt,t+i(x,y), where the pixels in each region take on
a distinct value that corresponds to that region. Because an image is a 2-D projection of a 3-D
world, objects at different depths from the camera occlude one another. As objects move, certain
areas of the image disappear (become occluded) while other areas appear (become disoccluded).
Thus, the algorithm also computes an occlusion image, Ot,t+i(x, y), which contains the areas that
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Figure 5, 1. Block diagram of the motion estimation and segmentation algorithm. The letter D
indicates a one timestep delay element.

become occluded and disoccluded between the pair of frames. Finally, the algorithm computes
a layer image, Lt.t+i(x,y), which reflects the algorithm's current understanding of the relative
depth among the objects in the scene. A value is assigned to each motion region in MSt,t+i{x, y)
that is inversely related to the distance of the region from the camera. Thus, the background
region is given the smallest value, and the nearest object to the camera is given the largest value.

The region matching process is formulated as a graph matching problem. Three preselected
values of homogeneity scale are used as indexes into the segmentation pyramid of each image
to produce three different image partitions. Each pair of partitions at the same scale are matched
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from coarse to fine, with coarser scale matches guiding the finer scale matching. Each partition
is represented as a region adjacency graph (RAG), within which each region is represented as
a node and region adjacencies are represented as edges. Region matching at each scale then
consists of finding the set of graph transformation operations (edge deletion, edge and node
matching, and node merging) of least cost that create an isomorphism between the current graph
pair. The cost of matching a pair of regions takes into account their similarity with regard to area,
average intensity, expected position as estimated from each region's motion in previous frames,
and the spatial relationship of each region with its neighboring regions. Once the image partitions
at the three different homogeneity scales have been matched, matchings are then obtained for
the regions in the first frame of the frame pair that were identified by the motion segmentation
module at the previous timestep. The match in the second frame for each of these motion
regions is given as the union of the matches of the set of finest scale regions that comprise the
motion region. This gives a fourth matched pair of image partitions, and is considered to be
the coarsest scale set of matches.
The affine estimation step computes an affine transformation for each set of matched regions,
at all four scales. The change in shape of the regions resulting from occlusion is estimated by
predicting the motion for the current frame pair on the basis of the motion from the previous
frame pair, and then utilizing the computed layer information from the previous frame pair to
determine areas of occlusion and disocclusion. The predicted occlusion information is used to
compensate for the effects of occlusion on the affine transformation parameter estimation.
The computed affine parameters give a motion field at each of the four scales. These motion
fields are then integrated into a single motion field by taking the coarsest motion field and then
comparing, at each matched region at the next finer scale, the image prediction error generated
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by the current motion field and the motion field at the next finer scale. At any region where
the prediction error using the finer scale motion improves by a specified percentage, the current
motion is replaced by the finer scale motion. This process is repeated recursively downward
in scale. This biases the final motion field toward the coarser scale motion fields. Because the
algorithm only processes a video sequence two frames at a time, situations arise in which the
prediction error generated by the true motion is somewhat larger than the error generated by some
other motion. Since motion is typically temporally consistent, especially over adjacent pairs of
frames, it is desirable to slightly bias the final motion field in favor of temporally consistent
trajectories. For the other three scales, it is also desirable to favor the motion of the coarser
scale regions. Coarser regions are larger than finer scale regions, which reduces the probability
of these regions being incorrectly matched, and they also contain more intensity variation and
have more complex boundaries, both of which make the estimated affine transformation more
likely to represent the true motion of such regions. The coarser scale region bias is only slight,
however, because the affine motion model is less likely to be valid for such regions, and there
is an increased likelihood that these regions cross an occlusion boundary.
The resulting motion field is then segmented into regions of similar motion using a similarity
threshold. By examining the image prediction error in areas where two motion regions overlap,
occlusion and layer maps are generated. Next, the motion for the next frame pair is predicted
by assuming that the affine transformation parameters describing the motion in the next frame
pair will be identical to those computed for the present frame pair. This motion prediction plus
the current layer information allow the occlusion maps to be estimated for the next frame pair.
The motion prediction is used at the next frame pair to guide the region matching process, and
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the occlusion prediction is used to compensate for the effects of occlusion on the affine parameter
estimation process.
Each of the modules in the algorithm is now discussed in more detail.

5.4. Region Matching
Each pair of partitions at the same scale are matched from coarse to fine, with coarser scale
matches guiding the finer scale matching. Each partition is represented as a region adjacency
graph (RAG), within which each region is represented as a node and region adjacencies are
represented as edges. Figure 5.2 gives an example of an image partition and its associated RAG.
The image frame is represented by the 0 node. Region matching at each scale then consists
of finding the set of graph transformation operations (edge deletion, edge and node matching,
and node merging) of least cost that create an isomorphism between the current graph pair.
Our region matching algorithm is based on that of [25], but has some advantages with regard
to reduced computational complexity, coarse to fine matching, and ability to match properly
regions lying entirely inside another region.
Some notation and planar graph concepts are now introduced. Let the two RAGs to be matched
be denoted by G and G'. Because each graph represents a 2-D image, the graphs are planar.
Denote the ith node in G by iV,-, the jth node in G' by Nj, and a matched pair of nodes by
(Ni,Njj.

Define the terms articulation node, biconnected graph, and biconnected component

as follows:
Articulation node. If there is a triple of distinct nodes Ni,N2, N3
in graph G such that N3 lies on every path that connects Ni and
N2, then JV3 is an articulation node of G.
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Figure 5.2. An image partition containing six regions, and its associated region adjacency graph
(RAG). The image frame is denoted by a 0.

Biconnected graph. A graph G is biconnected if for each triple
of distinct nodes Ni,N2,N$ in G, there exists a path between N\
and N2 such that N3 is not on this path.
Biconnected component. A maximal subgraph that is biconnected.
Articulation nodes correspond to regions, such as C in Fig. 5.2, which fully enclose other
regions. Each RAG is partitioned into subgraphs consisting of each biconnected component
in the graph. The subgraph that contains the image frame node is considered to be the main
subgraph. The edges emanating from each node are represented in the order they occur as a
region boundary is traced clockwise (counterclockwise if the node is an articulation node and
the contour is one of the node's inner contours). Figure 5.3 shows the appropriate partitioning
of the RAG in Fig. 5.2. The matching algorithm proceeds by matching the two main subgraphs,
and, whenever an articulation node is matched, incorporating the subgraphs corresponding to the
articulation node into the main subgraph of the node. Edges are represented cyclically because
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Figure 5.3. The RAG in Fig. 5.2 partitioned into subgraphs consisting of biconnected components.

of the order reserving property of planar graphs:
If a node in a biconnected component of one graph is matched
to a node in a biconnected component of another graph, then the
edges between the corresponding nodes must be matched in a way
that is cyclically order reserving.
Denote the jth edge at node JV,- by Ni}, with the edges subscripted by traversing a node
clockwise. Let (TV, J represent the same edge at the corresponding adjacent node, which itself
is denoted as [N{]]. Further, let (NiJ ± n be the nth edge from (Ni}) measured clockwise (+) or
counterclockwise (-) around [iV;J. Thus, in Fig. 5.2, if N{j is the edge at node A and adjacent
to node B, then [(iV,j+1)_2J = C and ((iV,J+1)_2) is the edge at C and adjacent to D. Also, by
simple region adjacency, note that the following relation must hold

vw, ( ( K ) + i ) J = ^ - ,
The isomorphism between G and G\ is constructed from four basic graph operations:
1. Node matching. A match (N,,NJ\

is created.
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(5.1)

2. Edge matching. When two node pairs (Ni, iVj J and (7V&, JV/) are matched, the edge between
Ni and Nk is matched to the edge between Nj and iV/, if both edges exist.
3. Edge deletion. Deletion of an edge iV^, causes the insertion of another edge in order to
maintain the relationship of Eq. (5.1).
4. Node merging. A node N{ adjacent to node Nk may be merged into Nk, resulting in the
deletion of their common edges, and a relabelling of the edges Ni} as being attached to
node Nk.
Edge deletion and node merging operations may occur on either graph. Each operation has an
associated cost. The goal of the region matching algorithm is to find the set of operations of
minimal cost that create an isomorphism between graphs G and G'. The algorithm is simple and
has linear time complexity, but is not guaranteed to find the optimal matching.

5.4.1. Region matching algorithm overview
The region matching is performed by iteratively building isomorphic basic RAGs (BRAGs)
of minimal cost at each pair of matched nodes. A BRAG consists of a matched node Ni, its
associated edges iV,-,, and its neighboring nodes [AT,-J. The algorithm utilizes two FIFO queues,
Q and Q2, which contain the current set of matched nodes for which isomorphic BRAGs have
not been computed. Q is initialized to the frame pair (0,0'), and Q2 is initially empty. The
algorithm proceeds as follows:
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While Q not empty {
get matched pair
if conflict and pair not previously on Q2 then put pair on Q2
else if articulation node then incorporate associated subgraphs
else match BRAGs and put new matches on Q
if Q empty and Q2 not empty then move matched pair from Q2 onto Q
}
Each pair of BRAGs is matched independently of any previously obtained matches. New pairs
of matched nodes created by this matching are placed onto Q. If a pair of nodes are matched that
causes a conflict with a previously obtained matching, for example a current match (Ni,N'k)
and a previous match (Ni, Nj), then the previous match is marked to indicate that a conflict has
occurred. If the previous match has not yet been processed, then all unconnected matches are
first processed before the previous match. The main reason for this is that most conflicts occur
as a result of the two conflicting regions not yet having merged. In the example, the correct
match may be (N, NJ U N'A, but the conflict occurs because Nj and N'k have not yet merged.
Matching the BRAGs at (Ni,Nj)

rather than f iV,, iVj U ATM generally results in edges being

incorrectly deleted, which may cause some nodes not to be matched because all of their edges
were deleted. Thus, deferring the processing of f Ni,N'j) as long as possible increases the
likelihood of Nj and N'k first merging. In addition, if the conflict does indicate that the previous
match is incorrect, then deferring the processing of this match minimizes the influence of the
mismatch on the entire graph matching process.
Despite this deferred merging, some conflicted matched pairs may be processed before the
conflicted regions have merged. As a result, the algorithm is run a second time, but with Q
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initially containing all unconnected pairs of matched nodes from the previous pass for which
matching of their associated BRAGs resulted in regions being merged, as well as the frame pair
(0,0'). As a result, almost all conflicts occurring during the second pass are due to incorrect
matches. Conflicts are resolved by selecting the matched pair (with the union case included)
whose associated BRAG matching cost is the least. For the previous example, this amounts
to selecting the minimum BRAG matching cost among the three matched pairs:
(Ni,Nj),

and (N{,N}

(Ni,N'k),

U A^).

The procedures for matching BRAGs and incorporating subgraphs at articulation nodes into
the main subgraph are now described.
5.4.2. Matching of BRAGs
Assume the BRAGs at the matched pair (A7,-, ATJ) are to be matched, and let Ni have edges
{#,-„#(„..., Nik} and neighbors {[Nh], [Nh],..., [Nik]} and AT] have edges {N^,N'h,...,

A%}

and neighbors I ATJ I, \N'j I,..., AT], \>. Because edges must be matched in an order-reserving
fashion, the problem of determining the optimal isomorphism of two BRAGs is essentially a
circular string matching problem. The minimal cost, C(k, I), of this isomorphism is computed
recursively as follows:
C{k, I) = min{C(k - 1, / - 1) + Cmt{[Nik], [ATjJ),
C(k,l-l)

+ Cde(Nj,),

C(k-l,l)+Cde(Nik),
C(k-l,l-l)+Cdm(N},),

(5.2)

C(k-l,l-l)+Cdm(Nik),
C(6,f-l)+Cm,M),
C(k-l,l)+Cmg(Nik)
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}

subject to the constraint
r

0 ,x = y = 0

C{x,y) = l

(5.3)
k QG,X

< 0 or y < 0

The cost of matching nodes [Nik] and ATj I is defined as
' AI/ag,

if AI < ag and \CS = \D= 1

Cmt({Nik},[N'jl]) = {

(5.4)
oo

where Al([Nk],

,else

A^ I j is the difference in average intensity of the two regions, ag is the

homogeneity scale of the current partition, and \cs\Wik\,

|A/Uj and ArjMA/iJ, L/Vjl J are

indicator functions that reflect whether the regions are spatially proximate enough to be treated
as possible match candidates.
Matches previously obtained at the next coarser homogeneity scale partition (if it exists) are
used to constrain the current scale matching process via Xcs- Let a pair of nodes ATr and A^
correspond to the nodes Nx and A^, respectively, at the coarser scale. In lieu of the requirement
that (NX,N(J)

be a matched pair in order for Xcs(Nx,Ny)

= 1, the less strict criterion that

either Nx or one of its neighbors be matched to A^ is adopted.
The indicator function Xi)(Nx,Ny)

determines whether or not the spatial positions of the

regions corresponding to the nodes Nx and N'y are close enough for these nodes to be possible
matching candidates, and is defined as

XD{Nx,Ny) ={A(Be(Nt)nB{N'9))>a-A(B{N'v))}\J
(5.5)

{A(B(Nx)nBe{Ny))

>G-A{B(NX))}

Nx represents the shape and position of region A^ in the following frame as determined by the
affine transformation predicted for this region by the motion prediction module. If no prediction
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exists, then Nx = Nx. The bounding box of a region is given by B(-), whereas Bc(-) represents
this bounding box extended outward by ei pixels. If no prediction exists for Nx, then Be{-)
extends all bounding boxes by e2 pixels, where e2 > ei. Finally, the area of a box is given by
A(-), and a is a constant in the range 0 < a < 1.
Cdc{Nik) is the cost of deleting edge Nik, and is defined as
c

*™

= 1 + exp(-r(i- ? /))

(56)

where / is the length of the region boundary corresponding to A^, I is the average length the
edges Nim, p a constant in the range 0 < p < 1, and T a factor controlling the gradient of
the function.
Cdm(Nik) considers the case where [Nik] matches none of the A/] I, but UVjl matches
either of [(N{k)±2].

Define

Cdm(Nik) = Cdc(Nik) + min{Cmt([(Nik)+2],

[N},]),Cmt([(Nik)_2], [N},])}

(5.7)

Finally, Cmg(Nik) is the cost of merging [Nik] into [A%], where q < k and ([Niq], [N'JV) is
the last node pair matched at the present C(k, I), and is defined as

where Ca(-) is the cost calculated for the case when the area of the merged nodes is greater than
that of their corresponding match, and is defined as
f 0,

A([Nik]) + A([Niq]) < A([N'jr])

(5.9)
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Because {Nil,Ni2,...,Nik}

and j N'^, ATJ,,..., N'-\ are circular sequences, C(k,l) is computed

k times with the sequence {A7,,, A7,-,,..., A7,,.} shifted by one each time. The minimal of these
C(k, I) corresponds to the final minimal cost, and the associated graph transforming operations
are found by tracing back the path of minimal cost from this C(k,l) to C(0,0).
5.4.3. Subgraph incorporation at articulation nodes
If either of the nodes in a matched pair is an articulation node, each of the nodes is deleted from
its main subgraph, and any subgraphs associated with the node are then incorporated into the
main subgraph. This process is described pictorally in Fig. 5.4. In (a), Region A is an articulation
node with three associated subgraphs. The most reasonable procedure for deleting A is probably
to assign each pixel in A to the region to which it is closest. Such an assignment, along with the
resulting RAG, is depicted in (b). Note that all subgraphs have been incorporated into the main
subgraph, and that the main subgraph remains biconnected. This procedure was judged to be too
computationally intensive, however, and a procedure that yields an approximation of this result
is used instead. This approximation first identifies the midpoint of every boundary between A
and a neighboring region, and then computes the Delaunay neighbors of the set of midpoints.
The resulting RAG using such an approach is shown in (c), and is quite similar to that of (b).
Because this procedure is only an approximation, it is important that no preexisting adjacency
relations be altered. This is accomplished by adding only the following subset of the Delaunay
edges to the subgraphs: Let the ith boundary adjacent to A be given by N^t. For each [NA,]
belonging to a graph of at least three nodes, consider the clockwise circular sequence formed
from the identified Delaunay edges of this node. If a substring, {(A^J_^,..., (A r fli ) +1 }, exists
for which (Ar.4i)_1 is the first edge and (NAx)+1 is the last edge, then the edges in this substring
(besides the first and last, which are already present) are added to the subgraphs.
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Figure 5.4. (a) Region A is an articulation node. It is to be deleted and its three associated
subgraphs incorporated into the main subgraph. In (b), this is done by assigning each pixel in A
to the region to which it is closest, and results in the shown RAG. In (c), a Delaunay graph is
computed using the midpoints of each boundary between A and a neighboring region.
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Although this preserves all of the previous adjacency relationships, it will not necessarily be
the case that the resulting main subgraph satisfies Eq. (5.1). As a result, at every edge, N},
adjacent to one of the [NA,], and for which Eq. (5.1) does not hold, an edge is added from
between Ar/j_1 and Ni} to between ({Nit)+])

and ((Ni,)+J)

• Finally, all of the [NAl] that

have been matched previously and are not currently on either Q or Q2, are placed onto Q in
order to establish correspondences for the new edges.
5.5. Affine Transformation Parameter Estimation
The region matching process yields matched regions at four different scales. Because the
region matching algorithm allows for region merging, groups of regions generally are matched
to one another as opposed to simple one-to-one region correspondences. For each matched
region group, the best affine transformation between them is estimated iteratively. Denote by
R\ the ith region group in frame t, and its matched group by R*+1. Also, denote the coordinates
of the pixels within R* by \x\j,y\A,

with j = l..|i?,'|, where |flt'| is the cardinality of Rj, and

denote the pixel nearest the centroid of R* by (x^yj).
transformation to the point (x\j,y\A

(4-,%-/

Each (sjj-,Z/,-_/) is mapped by an affine

according to

xh-x'A _
(x^1
A k [ 7 J\+Tk
+ . -t+i
-i .
Vij-ViJ

=%,awr

\Vi

(5.10)

A 2 x 2 deformation matrix, A%, and a translation vector, Tk, comprise the affine transformation.
The subscript k indicates the iteration number, and [•] indicates a vector operator that rounds
each vector component to the nearest integer. Define the indicator functions
6
W
'
r
t
H
.
.
^
*
* ' • » > =
ft*
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(5.H)

The amount of mismatch is measured as

M & = E I4(*' %) - & + i ^ %/)!'K(^,I/) + ^ ( z , %/) -Aj(z, y) - A|+i(z, y)]

(5.12)

x.y

The rounding performed in Eq. (5.10) causes M\ to be larger than would be the case if (x, y)
was a rational coordinate and interpolation kernels were used to estimate It+i(x,y) from the
four pixels nearest to (x, y). However, the estimated affine transformations are very similar with
and without rounding.
The affine transformation parameters that minimize Mf are estimated iteratively using a
straightforward local descent criterion. As initial guesses, we set To = 0 and Ao = I, where
I is the identity matrix. The initial guess is usually very close to the optimal transformation;
hence, it is assumed that the first local minimum reached in the descent process corresponds to
the global minimum. Typically, about ten iterations are required for convergence.
The region matching algorithm measures region similarity with respect to average intensity,
area, position, and region adjacencies, but region shape is not taken into account. It is often the
case that an incorrectly matched pair of regions have different shapes. This typically results in
a computed affine transformation with a larger amount of deformation than will typically occur
over adjacent frames for well-matched regions. Thus, letting a,-; denote the elements of A, if
(|1 - a00| > e) U (|aoi| > e) U (|a10| > e) U (|1 - au\ > e)

(5.13)

is true, a match is considered incorrect and is deleted.
If the shape of a region is altered between the two current frames because of occlusion or
disocclusion, then the affine parameters estimated by Eq. (5.12) may have some error caused
by the changed shape of the region. This problem can be reduced by compensating for this
changed region shape.
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The present motion field, Mt.t+u is predicted from the previous motion field, Mt.t-i, if it
exists, by the motion prediction module. If the motion field is reasonably smooth from frame
to frame, then this predicted motion field will be fairly close to the actual motion field in the
present frame. Motion vectors from two or more regions that map onto the same pixel indicate
that the pixels are visible in the present frame but all but one of them are occluded in the next
frame (VPON). Similarly, a pixel to which no motion vectors map is occluded in the present
frame and visible in the next frame (OPVN). The occlusion prediction module identifies the
VPON and OPVN areas in the predicted motion field, as well as the occluded regions to which
they apply. Before the affine transformation parameters are computed between one of these
identified occluded regions in the present frame and its match in the next frame, the shape of
the region in the next frame is modified. First, connected sets of VPON pixels are identified.
Any of these sets that are adjacent to the region are appended to it. Next, any OPVN contained
within the region are subtracted from it. This process is demonstrated in Fig. 5.5. The degree
to which the shape of the resulting region remains distorted by the occlusion depends upon the
accuracy of the predicted motion field, but even if the predicted motion field is very inaccurate,
the distortion will almost always be reduced by this process.
5.6. Motion Field Integration
The affine estimation module results in multiple estimated motion fields for the current frame
pair. These fields are combined to yield a single motion field that is (hopefully) more accurate
than any of the individual motion fields. Let N„g denote the number of homogeneity scale image
partitions, making for Nffg + 1 motion fields. Further, let Mt,t+i be thefinalmotion field, M/ t + 1
be the motion field at scale j , and let M/ t+1 (x,y) = \rrvx,rny\
(x,y).

Mt,t+i is computed as follows:
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be the motion vector at pixel

(a)

(b)

(e)

(0

Figure 5.5. (a) A stationary region is occluded by a smaller region whose position (predicted
and actual) in the present frame is shown with a dotted boundary and in the next frame with a
solid boundary, (b) The corresponding VPON and OPVN pixels are shaded, (c)-(d) The shape
of the larger region in both frames is shown before (c) and after (d) the occlusion compensation.
In (d), the larger region in the next frame has had the VPON appended to it and the OPVN
subtracted from it, which compensates for the shape distortion caused by the occluding region.
If the predicted motion of the smaller region is inaccurate, as in (e) where the thicker solid
boundary corresponds to its actual position, the occlusion compensation results in (f). Even
though the motion prediction was somewhat inaccurate, the compensated shape of the stationary
region is still an improvement over the uncompensated shape.
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3 = A%
while (j> 0) {
for each R\ present at partition j
if

U • ] T K(%, V) ~ h+i {x + mi, y + mJy) | A| (x, y) <
x.y

^

^2 !-%(*'%) - b+i(x + mx,y + mv)\Xl(x, y)
x.y

M M + i = (1 - Aj) . Mu+i + Xj • M(t+1
3 -• 3 ~ 1
}
The parameter 5 determines the extent to which the image prediction error must be reduced
at a particular region by the present scale motion field, M(tJrl, over the error resulting from
the current final motion field Mt,t+i, and it takes the range 8 > 1.0. Finally, the subset of the
regions {Rj} whose associated affine transformations comprise Mt.t+i are considered to be the
set of best matched regions.
5.7. Motion Segmentation
The motion field Mt,t+i is segmented into areas of similar motion. This could be done using
the segmentation algorithm described in Chapter 4; however, Mt,t+i does not have the same
degree of complexity as a typical image does. Because of the affine model, the motion is
smooth everywhere except at occlusion boundaries where it is abruptly discontinuous. As a
result, a simple region growing heuristic is used instead. This heuristic gives adequate results,
and is much simpler computationally than using the transform to compute segmentation. The
heuristic considers each pair of best matched regions, R\ and R^, which share a common border,
and merges them if the following relation is satisfied for all (x'^ylk) and (x^^y'jA that are
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spatially adjacent to one another:
Mu+i (a&, y\k) -Mt,t+i
max ( Mu+i(4k,I/f&)

(x)i,y)i)

M w +i(4,yj 7 ) )

where m<Tg is a constant less than 1 that determines the degree of motion similarity necessary
for the regions to merge.
The segmented motion regions are each represented in MStj+i by a different value. Because
each of the best matched regions have matches, the matches in frame t + 1 of the regions in
MSt.t+i are known and comprise the coarsest scale regions that are used in the affine estimation
module for the next frame pair.
It should be noted that because the motion segmentation is done over a single motion field,
the segmentation will not necessarily correspond to the moving objects in the scene. Objects
that are nonrigid, such as a person, will be segmented into multiple, piecewise rigid regions. In
addition, slowly moving objects will not be identified. Handling both of these situations requires
examining the motion field over multiple frames.

5.8. Layers and Occlusion
The computed motion field and motion segmentation are examined to determine the areas
of occlusion and disocclusion over the current frame pair, as well as the relative depth of the
regions in MSt,t+i. Let the ith motion region in MSt,t+i be given by R*, and its associated
match by R\+1. Further, let Mt+u denote the reverse motion field obtained by inverting the
affine transformations of each of the best matched regions that comprise Mt,t+i, and applying
each inverted transformation to the region's associated match. For each pair of adjacent regions
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R\ and i?', the following score is computed:
Lij =

v^

f d{It(xi,y1),It(x2,y2),It+i(x3,y3)),

iff 1

(xi.yi).(i2.i/2)

+

E

w
(X4.lJi),(xs,y5)

(xi,yi)

( d(It+i(x4,yi),It+i(xs,ys)Jt(x6,ye)),
^l0'

if Q 1
else J

= ( a 4 , J 4 ) , (Z2,2/2) = (ar}/,y}/)

(5.15)

r

(^3,2/3) = Mu+i(*i, 2/1) -I- (xi, yxf
P iff {xz,yz)T = Mt.t+\{x2,y2)

+

(^4,y4) = H ^ , ^ ) , ^5,W =

{x2,y2)T

( ^ \ ^ )

(x6,ye)T = Mt+i,t(x4,y4) + (24,3/4)^
Q iff (X6,V6)T = Mt+i,t(x5,y5)

+

(x5,y5)T

The operator d(-) is given by
'1,

\x-z\<\y-z\

d(x,y,z)=lo,

\x-z\
k

= \y-z\

- 1 , \x-z\>

(5.16)

\y-z\

The sign of Lij indicates whether R] occludes (+) or is occluded by (-) R*-, and the magnitude
of Lij represents the degree of confidence in this result.
The Lij are used in assigning a layer number to each region in MSt,t+i, such that a larger
number indicates that the region is closer to the camera. In order to make this assignment, any
circular dependencies, such as A<B<C<A, must be eliminated. This is done by breaking each
such chain at the constraint having the Lij of smallest magnitude. Once this is done, layer
number assignment is straightforward. The array Lt,t+i is then formed, within which each pixel
takes on the value of the layer number of its associated region in MSt,t+\99

Areas of occlusion (VPON) are identified as the set of all (3%, 1/3) pixels in Eq. (5.15) for
which the sign of the associated d(-) is in agreement with the sign of Lij, and for which the layer
constraint corresponding to Lij was not deleted in resolving any circular constraint dependencies.
Areas of disocclusion (OPVN) are identified in exactly the same manner, except that the (xe, 7/6)
pixels are used. The VPON and OPVN areas are then stored in the occlusion array, Ot,t+i5.9. Motion and Occlusion Prediction
The process of predicting Mt+i.t+2 is similar to the method for computing Mt+i.t- The
affine transformations of each of the best matched regions comprising Mt.t+i, are applied to
each region's associated match in frame t + 1, thereby yielding a prediction of Mt+i.t+2- The
accuracy of this predicted motion field depends upon the degree to which pixel trajectories are
temporally consistent over adjacent frame pairs.
For occlusion prediction, the reverse motionfield,Mt+2.t+i is predicted using the coarsest scale
matches obtained from the region matching module for the frame pair (t + l,t + 2). Occlusion
prediction is then performed in exactly the same manner as the algorithm for computing the
occlusion described in Section 5.8.
5.10. Implementation Details
To form the region adjacency graphs required by the region matching module, the contours
of the regions present at each of the image partitions are followed clockwise, and information
regarding region adjacencies, articulation nodes, and the length and midpoint of the boundary
between each pair of adjacent regions, is computed and stored. In a 2-D image, region
adjacencies are measured using 4-nearest neighbor connectivity (i.e., N, S, E, W pixel neighbors).
At vertices where four different regions meet, NW-SE connectivity is also used in order
for Eq. (5.1) to remain true. Finally, the various parameters in the motion estimation and
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segmentation algorithm presently have the following values: a = 0.9, ei = 20, e2 = 35,
p = 0.2, T = 20, e = 0.3, S = 1.15, and mag = 0.2.
5.11. Experimental Results
The performance of the motion estimation algorithm is demonstrated in Figs. 5.6-5.13 for four
different image sequences. Three consecutive frames were selected from each of these sequences.
The three partitions of each image used by the region matching algorithm correspond to the sets of
regions identified by the segmentation algorithm at ag = 9,15,21. Figures 5.6 and 5.7 contain
results from a sequence of a football game. This sequence is characterized by very fast and
nonrigid motion, as well as multiple layers of occlusion. The first two frames of this sequence
are shown in Fig. 5.6(a)-(b). The result of the region matching process is shown in (c) and (d)
for ov7 = 9, and in (e) and (f) for ag = 21. The regions in a given matched set are all displayed
with the same intensity value, and all other regions spatially adjacent to this set are guaranteed
to be assigned a different intensity value. In addition, unmatched areas are displayed as black.
Thefinalestimated motion field for this frame pair is shown in (g) with the motion sampled once
every ten pixels in the horizontal and vertical directions. The segmentation of this motion field
is given in (h) with each pair of adjacent regions labelled with different intensity values, and the
layer image associated with the motion segmentation is given in (i). The regions are labelled so
that brighter regions are closer to the camera than darker regions. Unmatched areas in (h) and
(i) are displayed as black. Areas that become occluded are shown in (j) overlaid onto the first
frame. Similarly, areas that become disoccluded are given in (k) overlaid onto the second frame.
The next frame pair in this sequence (the second and third frames) is shown in Fig. 5.7(a)-(b).
The results displayed in (c)-(f) correspond to the information in Fig. 5.6(c)-(f). In addition, the
motion field predicted for this frame pair from the motion computed for the previous frame pair
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.6. (a)-(b) The first two frames of a football sequence, (c)-(d) Matched regions present
at ag = 9. Matched regions are displayed with the same intensity value, and adjacent regions are
assigned different intensity values, (e)-(f) Same as (c)-(d), but with ag = 21.
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(g)

(k)

(j)

Figure 5.6 (cont.). (g) The calculated motion field shown subsampled. (h) Segmentation of the
motion field in (g) displayed by assigning different intensity values to adjacent regions, (i) Layer
image corresponding to the motion segmentation. The brighter the object, the closer it is to the
camera, (j) Identified occlusion areas, (k) Identified disocclusion areas.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.7. (a)-(b) The second and third frames of the football sequence, (c)-(f) Same as
Fig. 5.6(c)-(f).
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Figure 5.7 (cont.). (g)-(h) The predicted and calculated motion fields, respectively, shown
subsampled. (i) Motion field segmentation, (j) Corresponding layer image.
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00

(I)

(m)

(n)

Figure 5.7 (cont.). (k)-(l) Predicted occlusion and disocclusion areas, respectively. (m)-(n)
Computed occlusion and disocclusion areas, respectively.
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Figure 5.8. (a)-(b) The first two frames of an aerial sequence. The camera is mounted beneath
an airplane. From the camera's perspective, the plane is stationary and the ground is rotating,
however, the ground is reflected onto some areas of the surface of the plane, thereby inducing
motion in those areas, (c)-(g) Same as Fig. 5.6(c)-(g).
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(e)

(f)

Figure 5.8 (cont.).
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Figure 5.9. (a)-(b) The second and third frames of the aerial sequence. (c)-(g) Same as
Fig. 5.6(c)-(g).
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Figure 5.9 (cont.).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.10. (a)-(b) The first two frames of a sequence of a woman talking on the telephone.
The telephone and the woman's head are rotating, while the background is stationary, (c)-(g)
Same as Fig. 5.6(c)-(g). Note that the lack of subtexture within the background region prevents
its motion from being estimated correctly.
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(e)

(f)

Figure 5.10 (cont.).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.11. (a)-(b) The second and third frames of the telephone sequence, (c)-(g) Same as
Fig. 5.6(c)-(g).
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(e)

(f)

Figure 5.11 (cont.).
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Figure 5.12. (a)-(b) The first two frames of a sequence of a traffic scene. Three cars are moving
fairly slowly (0.5 - 2 pixels/frame), (c)-(g) Same as Fig. 5.6(c)-(g).
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Figure 5.12 (cont.).
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Figure 5.13. (a)-(b) The second and third frames of the traffic sequence. (c)-(g) Same as
Fig. 5.6(c)-(g).
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Figure 5.13 (cont.).
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is given in (g), and the actual computed motion field is shown in (h). The corresponding motion
segmentation and layer map are given in (i) and (j), respectively. Finally, (k)-(l) represents the
predicted occlusion and disocclusion areas, and (m)-(n) represents the actual identified areas.
Note that even though the motion is quite fast and nonrigid, both the predicted motion field
and (dis)occlusion areas are fairly close to the actual estimated results. The computed motion
fields qualitatively resemble the actual motion quite well, especially near the occluding contours.
Also, from the motion segmentation results, one can see that the identified regions should not
be regarded as constituting moving objects. In image sequences where the motion is more rigid,
this is a better assumption, but in situations where objects move very slowly or nonrigidly, it
is necessary to examine the motion fields over multiple frames in order to identify the moving
objects. However, the motion regions identified by segmenting individual motion fields are
useful as a coarsest scale image partition.
Figures 5.8 and 5.9 display results from an aerial sequence taken from a camera mounted
beneath an airplane. For both figures, (a)-(g) contain the same information as is present in
Fig. 5.6(a)-(g). Over the three frames shown, the ground is rotating and the plane is stationary
as viewed from the camera's perspective. The motion estimated for the plane is not zero because
in some areas on the plane the ground is reflected onto the plane's surface. With regard to the
ground motion, one can see that the estimated motion is not entirely smooth. This is caused,
not by region mismatches, but by the fact that many of the regions on the ground have little
subtexture and large fractions of the regions' boundaries are occluding contours. This causes a
certain amount of noise in the estimated affine transformation parameters. This same problem
also can be seen in the sequence displayed in Figs. 5.10 and 5.11. This sequence consists of a
woman talking on a telephone. The woman's head is rotating, while the background is stationary.
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The motion of the woman's head is estimated correctly, but the background motion is not. The
background is segmented into two regions, both of whose entire boundaries consist of occluding
contours. Thus, the motion information is contained solely in the background region subtexture.
The leftmost background region has no subtexture, and, hence, its motion is undefined, while the
rightmost region has a small amount of subtexture, but not enough for the algorithm to determine
the correct motion. This situation can be contrasted with that of the football sequence, where
the background regions also consist entirely of occluding contours, but which have significant
subtexture, thereby allowing the correct motion to be estimated.
Results from the last sequence are displayed in Figs. 5.12 and 5.13. This sequence consists
of a traffic scene within which three cars are moving quite slowly (0.5 - 2 pixels/frame) on
a stationary background. The motion is estimated accurately except for a small patch on the
center car where a shadow causes the estimated motion to deviate from the true motion by a
couple of pixels.

5.12. Discussion
A method for region-based 2-D motion estimation has been given in this chapter. A video
sequence is processed two frames at a time, although information from the previous frame pair
is used in guiding the region matching and affine estimation processes at the current frame. A
multiscale segmentation algorithm is applied separately to each frame. This provides a rich set
of regions available for matching. The process of region matching is formulated as an inexact
region adjacency graph matching problem. Pixel correspondences are obtained for each pair
of matched regions by estimating the parameters of the best affine transformation relating the
regions. Before computing the affine transformation parameters, the distortion in region shapes
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caused by occlusion is compensated. A motion field is then estimated from the affine parameters
calculated for the set of regions identified as being the best matched.

6. CONCLUSION
This thesis has described the problem of structure detection and its relationship to scale.
Three distinct kinds of scale have been identified that are necessary to characterize structure.
These scales are utilized by a transform that represents structure within a force field as areas of
contracting flow. In the case when the structures are connected, the boundaries of the structures
are indicated by pairs of diverging field vectors. Boundaries that form closed contours at some
scale, and which are stable to changes in scale, are identified as perceptually important. A
pyramidal representation is constructed that contains each salient structure along with the range
of homogeneity scale for which it exists. The identified pyramids agree fairly closely with
human perception over a wide variety of different images. In addition, the application of this
pyramidal representation to the problem of estimating 2-D motion fields has been discussed.
The pyramids corresponding to a pair of temporally adjacent image frames are matched by
formulating the matching process as an inexact matching of attributed region adjacency graphs.
An affine motion model is then applied to the pixels within each pair of matched structures to
give motion information. Although the motion algorithm operates two frames at a time, it feeds
back information obtained from the previous matched frame pair to guide the region matching
and motion estimation modules.
6.1. Primary Contributions of this Work
The relevant results of the presented research include:
1. A framework within which the general problem of structure detection can be solved.
2. A formulation of scale that is directly related to image structure.
3. A transform that is able to make the structure at a given scale explicit.
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4. A method for integrated automatic scale selection and region structure detection.
5. Identification of region structures with unsmoothed boundaries, regardless of the scale of
the structure.
6. An integration of the processes of region and edge detection.
7. A 2-D motion estimation algorithm capable of identifying accurate motion at occlusion
boundaries and in areas possessing little texture.
6.2. Future Extensions of this Work
The most obvious extension of this work is to apply the given framework to the general
structure detection problem. This requires developing a region-based method for extracting
both connected and disconnected zones of attraction. One possible approach is to treat the
field domain as a true flow, and allow pixels to move according to the force they experience.
Structures then naturally coalesce. With regard to texture, more work has to be done on using
integration scales to capture local texture statistics. In addition, although the algorithm as applied
to image segmentation does seem to indicate that the problem is indeed well-posed, the model
used is implicit. Although using a single homogeneity scale for each structure seems reasonable,
one would like to know what this truly implies, and whether, for example, there might be
any advantages in allowing ag to be a slowly varying function within each region. It does
not appear that the structure model can be explicated for any but the most trivial (and, hence,
uninteresting) cases, but further attempts have to be made. Also, modifications to the transform
that result in the vector magnitudes as well as directions agreeing with that of the gradient at a
particular scale should be explored. A reasonable definition of a multiscale gradient may have
interesting mathematical ramifications. With regard to motion analysis, the motion segmentation
process should be extended to consider similarity of motion over multiple frames. This is
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necessary to allow both nonrigid and slowly moving objects to be segmented. Finally, an
analysis has to be done of both the performance advantage and computational penalty involved
in extending the algorithm to perform region matching and motion estimation over a batch of
frames simultaneously, instead of in pairs.
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